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THETREND ISDOWN—NOBULL

Posing with the Wall Street Bull in the Manhattan financial
district mid-month. The overall trend for US stocks is down for
2022. Last Friday all three major indexes: S&P 500, the Dow and
the Nasdaq snapped three week long losing streaks — but they
each remain sharply down for the June month. Photo / Getty Images

Negative sentimentpervades
globalmarkets— fromshares
andbonds through to the
“crypto crash”whichhas

seenBitcoin tumble through the floor,
wobblyhousingmarkets—evengold
and silver are showing signsof tarnish.

Investors havebeenherebefore.
But this stormhasanovel twist.
Central banksarenowraising

interest rates to stampout inflationary
pressures, treasurers aregrappling
with theneed tobringback into
balance thosegovernmentbudgets
thatwerepreviouslypumpedupby
extensiveborrowing to sustain
citizens’wellbeingduringCovid, savers
— includingNewZealand’sKiwiSavers
—are takinghaircutson the facevalue
of their portfolios—all this against a
backgroundof thewar inUkraine.

Theupshot is that a lengthybull run,

punctuatedbyacoupleof relatively
short downturns, hasnowturned
bearish.

TheHerald’sLiam Dannasks a
pertinentquestion inhis cover story,
“Survivingabear (market) attack”:
“Whenconfrontedwith abear should
weplaydeador run?”

Theupshot saysDann is, youcan’t
outrunabear.

The riskof recession is risingand
companiesmayexperienceearnings
downgrades.

All of this puts themenholding the
financial reinsat theBeehiveand the
ReserveBank—onopposite sidesof
Wellington’s BowenSt— inan invidious
position.

Independent economistCameron
Bagrieasks “WhowouldbeMinister
of Financeover thecomingyears?”
Moreandmoreeconomic
vulnerabilities arebeingexposed: The
sleevesneed tobe rolledupand the
realmahibegun, he says in aclear steer
toGrantRobertson.

Markets expertSean Keane says
ReserveBankGovernorAdrianOrr’s
“inner raptor” hasnowbeen
discoveredand its talonsarenow

clearly visible: “While nocentral banker
will say soopenly, it remains the case
that a rise inunemployment and
downwardpressureonhouseprices
arenecessarypre-conditions for a
reduction indemandand inflation
pressures.”

There are starkwarning signs for
thehousingmarket.

Bloomberghas singledoutNew
Zealand inanarticle on the “world’s
bubbliest housingmarkets”, ranking it
at topplace in its risk assessmentof
OECDcountries.

Tim McCreadypoints toother
trendsaffecting thehealthof the
capitalmarkets, like theglobal talent
shortageand theongoingdisruption
of digital technologies.

LinkMarket Services reportshow
new technologiesareworking for the
bettermentofNZ’s capitalmarkets—
injectingefficiencyandenabling
companies toholdmeetingsdigitally
during theCoviddisruption.

Suse Reynolds saysmarket
declines aregreat times tobuild
companies—a sentiment sharedby
fourVCspecialists quoted in the report.

ForsythBarr’sMatt Henryurges

investors to stay calm in the faceof
sharepricevolatility, andNZSuper
Fund’sStephen Gilmore cautions
Kiwis tokeep their eyeson theprize
—noton their investmentbalances.

TheNZX’sMark Petersonalso
suggests now is the time to implement
akey recommendation in theGrowing
NewZealand’sCapitalMarkets 2029
report— tousecapitalmarkets to fund
infrastructure. “Whatbetterway than
topayKiwiSavers a return for theuse
of their capital thanbybuildingNew
Zealand infrastructure that their
childrenandgrandchildrenwill benefit
from?”

TheFinancialMarketsAuthority is
also keepinganeyeout.Paul Gregory
warns that theFMA isunapologetic
about actiononpoororweak
practices, poorvalueorNZ investors
beingconfusedormisled.

But in timesof relative crisis there
is alsoopportunity. Corporate lawyer
Silvana Schenone says there is still
activity on thehorizonwith cash
around tokeep themarket active and
largeglobal investors settling their
eyesonNewZealandasanalternative
investmentoption.

A roundupof local private equity
playersby theHerald’sJamie Gray
suggests bearmarkets andeconomic
downturnswill not stopprivate equity
activity inNewZealand.

Theanswer, as always, is to take the
downturn inyour stride.

Corporate lawyer turned
professional directorCathy Quinn
says the reality is thatmanycompanies
have seen their shareprices fall below
whatdirectors think represents fair
value.

“I believe it’s about keeping the faith
—performingwell, staying focusedand
better tellingour strategyand stories
to themarket soour real value is
ultimately better reflected inour share
price.”

Quinn is confident that if good
businessesneedcapital thenour
marketswill respondaccordingly—
“there is no shortageof capital
around”.

Enjoy the report.

FranO’Sullivan
Executive Editor,
Capital Markets report
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Surviving a bear (market) attack

Continued on B4

W henconfrontedwitha
bear shouldweplay
dead . . . or run?
Advice for those facing

abear in thewild is tobackaway
slowly, if youhaveenoughadvance
warning. If youendup in the jaws
of thebeast thenyes, playdead.

Butnever run.Apparently, you
can't outrunabear.

That seems likepretty good
advice for investors in the faceof
this year's equitymarketmauling.

It's beenawhile sincewe'vehave
had tomake those sorts of calls.

Most ofuswill have to stretch
ourmindsback to2008and the
Global FinancialCrisis (GFC) to
recall the sustained level of
negative sentimentwe'redealing
with thisyear.

Earlier thismonth, theNZX50
followedglobal equitymarkets into
bear territory—more than20per
centdown fromthemost recent
peak.

Technically, itwas the second
time theyhadhit that threshold
sinceCovid impacted.

Markets crashed intobear
territory inMarch2020.

But that slumpwas so short-lived
it failed todent thebullish investor
culture thathadgrownuponyears
of unrelentinggrowth.

Capital Markets
Liam Dann
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Surviving a bear (market) attack
Rebalancing the economy should present a challenge and an opportunity for investors writes Liam Dann

The combination of
stimulus and solid

demand has
maintained jobs
and staved off

economic
meltdown but it

also drove an asset
price boom across
everything from

stocks and houses
to Bitcoin and Nike

sneakers.

I nMarch2020, trillionsofdollars
of central bankandgovernment
stimuluskept recessionatbay
during theuncertainearlydays

of thepandemic.
Thecase canbemade that the long

post-GFCbullmarket really just kept
rolling—albeit on life-support—until
thismonth.This time thebear is
different. This is aproperbearmarket
of thevarietywehaven’t seensince
thedarkdaysof theglobal financial
crisis in 2008.

This is theone thatwill shift
investorbehaviourand leaveamark
on themultitudesofyoungphone-
appshare traders thathavecome into
themarket in thepastdecade, never
havingdealtwitha sustained
downturn.

Whilenoone likes seeingvalues
headsouth this rebalancing should
presentbotha challengeandan
opportunity for investors.

Clearly shareshavebeenover-
valued for some time. Formany
stocks—especially those in the tech
sector—any tether to realworld
earningshas longbeenbroken.

There’s almostnoonewithin the
financial sector thathasn’t been
expecting this rebalancingact.

Theargument thatwealloweda
marketbubble to formwith loose
monetarypolicycertainlypre-dates
thepandemic.

Opportunities to get interest rates
back tomoreneutral territorywere
missedseveral times lastdecade.

Fearof deflation, recessionand,
perhaps, political repercussionskept
monetarypolicy in stimulatory
territorybetween2012and2020.

Nowfinally inflationhas re-
emergedand removedall policy
discretion.Rates areon the rise,
markets arecorrecting.

So, what should we expect from a
proper cyclical bear market?
History tells us theprocessof
rebalancing takes time.

Bloombergdata for thebenchmark
S&P500 index suggests that the
average lengthof abearmarket
(across thepast century) is about 1.3
yearswith anaveragecumulative
lossof 38per cent.

Thegoodnews is that theaverage
lengthof abullmarketwas6.6years
withanaverage cumulativegainof

339per cent. Thenumbers speak for
themselves. Themarket rewards
thosewhohang in there through the
roughpatches.

Of course, the factorsdriving the
bull and thebeararealways slightly
different.

In 2008 itwas the financialmarket
meltdown ledbyaUSpropertycrash
and the flowon tonewandcomplex
mortgagederivatives.

While its rootswerealsoborn in
anextendedperiodof easycredit it
endedwithdramatic and relatively
suddenseizingof creditmarkets and
the financial system.

Though this crisismayyet come
toamoredramatic crunch, it has
arrivedat amoremeasuredpace.

Weallwatched inflationbuild in
thewakeof thepandemic stimulus.

Wehad time todebatewhether it
was structural or transitory.

Withhindsight the stimuluswas
overdoneas economicdemandheld
upbetter thanexpected.The
technology for communicatingand
working remotelywas readyand
waiting forus, thepandemicwas the
driver it needed. Businessesand
consumerswereable tokeep the
world trading fromhome.

Thecombinationof stimulusand
soliddemandhasmaintained jobs
andstavedoff economicmeltdown
but it alsodroveanasset priceboom
acrosseverything fromstocksand
houses toBitcoinandNike sneakers.

Theexcessof cashmighthave
beenunwoundmore softlywithout

threatof recessionbut events in
UkraineandChinahaveconspired to
lift energycost andexacerbate
alreadystretchedsupplychains.

Theupshotof all that is thatwe
faceanuncertainoutlookon inflation
whichwill ensuremarketvolatility
for awhileyet.

With little control over the supply
sideof the global economycentral
bankshavehadnochoicebut tohike
rates tocurb localdemand in their
economies.

This bearmarket shouldbemore
of acontrolledburn-off than2008.

It is adeliberateact as central
banks seek to removedemand from
theeconomyrather thanstimulate it.

In that sense it harksback to the
financial cyclesof last century, the
inflationbeatingeraof the late 1980s
and 1990s.

Local efforts to curb inflation have
been hotly debated
Was theNewZealandReserveBank
(RBNZ) slow topull backonstimulus,
should theGovernmentbecurbing
spending?

Whatever thevalidity to
suggestions theRBNZover
stimulated, orwas slow to remove
that stimulus, itwasmoreproactive
that its internationalpeers.

Relative to theFederalReserveor
ReserveBankofAustralia, theRBNZ
hasmovedsooner and faster tohike
rates.

TheRBNZstartedhiking last
Octoberandhashiked theofficial
cash rate (OCR) from itshistoric low
at0.5 per cent to2per cent.

Thathasputusaheadofour
internationalpeers.

ThebigUSFederalReservehike
of 75basispoints took themto 1.75
per cent. Canada is at 1.5 per cent, the
UK is at 1.25per cent andAustralia
just0.85per cent.

Despitehigh inflation the
EuropeanUnion rate remains
effectively zeroand theSwiss,Danish
andJapanesehavemaintained
negative rates.

Thepaceof theRBNZ’sOCRhikes
and the start of quantitative
tighteningwereadequateand
“signalleda strongcommitment to
price stability“, theOrganisation for
EconomicCo-operationand
Development (OECD) said in itsmost
recent report onNewZealand.

Debatearoundour fiscal response
to inflationwill likelygetmore
intenseaswehead towardsnext
year’s election.

The sameOECDreport lastmonth
made thecase formore focused
Government spending.

“Fiscal policy shouldavoid
concentrating theburdenof
macroeconomic stabilisationon
monetarypolicy, andsupport for
householdsandbusinesses shouldbe

tightly targeted to thosemost
vulnerable tohigh inflation.”

However, theextent towhich fiscal
measures candoanything for short
term inflationpressure ishotly
debated.

Nobody—at leastneithermajor
party— seems tobekeenona return
to thepolicies of austeritywhich
pushedunemployment to record
levels in the 1990s.

While itwill continue to rage, the
local political debatehasmarginal
influenceover thebroaderdirection
of theNZXrightnow.

Wearegoing tocontinue tobe
buffetedbyaglobal stormfor some
timeyet.

All eyeswill remainon theFedand
howaggressively it plays catchupon
interest rates.

We’realsoat themercyofhistoric
geopolitical forcesaswar inUkraine
rolls onandChina seeks to run its
owncourseonCovidmanagement.

If theworld’s energypricesand
supplychainswere toget abreak, in
eitherof those twoareas, then it
would relieveanenormous layerof
inflationpressure.

Wehave the tools to fightdomestic
inflation, theonlyquestion ishow
aggressivelyweneed towield them
andhowmuchcollateral damage
therewill be.

Interest rates are ablunt tool.
Carefulmanagementof theeconomy
will be requiredas they rise.

It’s vital for example that efforts are
made toassist propertydevelopers
andconstructioncompanies through
thecrunchperiod.

The risk of recession is rising and
slower
Over thenext fewmonths, thepath
(and thepeak) for inflationand
interest rateswill becomeclearer.

Markets—always forward looking
—will price in thepeakbefore it has
fullyworked itsway through the
economy.

But aneconomic slowdownor
recessionwill alsohit corporate
earnings.

Earningsdowngrades, as
companies reassess their outlook for
thisperiod,will likelydeliver a sting
in the tale for investors.

Orperhaps that shouldbe the
crunch in thebear’s bite.

CapitalMarkets

Fear has gone missing on Wall St
Thyagaraju Adinarayan and

Denitsa Tsekova

For all the pain that has piled up in
the US stock market, one thing has
been in surprisingly short supply:
Fear.

Virtually every corner of Wall
Street is being rattled by worries that
rising interest rates will drive the
economy into a recession, spurring
large price swings in everything from
junk bonds to foreign currencies.

But the CBOE Volatility Index, the
so-called fear gauge of stock-
investors’ sentiment, is holding well
below levels seen in past bear
markets.

Options strategists and bankers
cite a simple reason: The S&P 500 has
been staging a long, orderly descent
from the record level hit at the start
of the year as the Federal Reserve
pulls back its flood of pandemic-era
stimulus.

That differs from shock-driven
crashes like the ones caused by
Covid-19 in March 2020 or the col-
lapse of Lehman Brothers Holdings
Inc. in September 2008, both ofwhich
sent the VIX surging as investors
sought to hedge the risk of wild
market swings.

“Negative sentiment dominates

the conversation as the excesses of
the bull market are cleared out,”
Lewis Grant, a senior portfolio mana-
ger at Federated Hermes, wrote in a
note.

“Yet the VIX index is only
marginally elevated. For equities at
least, this is an orderly bear market
rather than outright panic.”

This year theVIXhasn’t broken the
key level of 40, which many experts
see as peak fear signal. It jumped to
twice that level early in the pandemic
and during the credit crisis of 2008.

The current market more closely

resembles the one that followed the
dot-com collapse, another period
when stock valuations slid fromwhat
many considered unsustainable
highs.

The VIX currently implies a 2 per
cent daily move in the S&P 500,
according to Talal Dehbi, senior sales
andquantitative strategist at PrismFP.

“Current behaviour is playing out
similar to the 2000-2002 dot-com
bear market, with no big sudden
shocks but sustained high realised
volatility,” he said.

As a result, traders are not flocking

to volatility hedges.
Take the skew, which measures

the relative cost of hedging against a
one standard-deviation drop in the
S&P 500. Its cost is hovering around
June 2019 levels.

The sidelined worries about vola-
tility may also reflect another ele-
ment of the stock market’s slide.

As deep as it has been, with the
S&P 500 down 18 per cent this year,
the causes are well-known: tighter
monetary policy and surging infla-
tion.

The main question is when those
two let up enough to allow themarket
to turn around.

Last Friday, the S&P 500 rallied
over 3 per cent, the biggest gain since
May 2020, after a reading on inflation
expectations eased and a Fed official
suggested recession fears were over-
done.

“Not enough investors have been
panicking and buying short-term pro-
tection puts, which would drive the
VIX index much higher,” said
Edmund Shing, BNP Paribas Wealth
Management’s chief investment
officer.

There are few signs of that chang-
ing. The VVIX Index — which
measures the implied volatility in
options on the volatility index — is

hovering below 100 and recently
reached its lowest since January
2020. That means traders are
expecting smoother sailing ahead for
the VIX index. That makes equities
relatively unique.

A gauge of expected volatility in
the Treasury market, the ICE BofA
MOVE Index, is hovering near highs
hit at the peak of the March 2020
selloff. The same is true of the
JPMorgan Global FX Volatility Index.

Inflation, Fed policy and interest
rates are central to the risks in the
market.

“Thus, the MOVE is exceptionally
high,” said Dean Curnutt of Macro
Risk Advisors, citing the divergence
in bond and stock volatility.

BNP’s Shing said he’s surprised that
the VIX hasn’t risen along with
measures of corporate risk, such as
the cost of credit default swaps pro-
tecting against a default, which has
risen sharply this year.

In recent bearmarkets, theVIX has
typically risen to 45 before the S&P
500 bottoms out. That’s roughly
where it crested in 2002, which
marked the bottom of the dot-com
bust.

Last Friday, it ended around 27,
down on the day.

— Bloomberg
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Shockwaves for the economy

Five big trends
impacting on
capital markets in
the coming year
and beyond

Ukrainian tanksmoving through the Donetsk region. Photo / AP

The rise of
‘greenwashing’ is

bringing with it closer
surveillance by

regulators and resulting
in the introduction and
tightening of reporting

standards which
companies will need to

grapple with.

J ust when there was hope
emerging that the Covid-19
pandemic was being brought
under control and turning a

corner, Russia’s invasion of Ukraine
has reignited uncertainty and had a
wide-ranging impact on the global
economy and capital markets.

On top of that, many of the world’s
central bankers — including New Zea-
land’s Reserve Bank — have now
turned hawkish, unleashing an ag-
gressive tightening of monetary pol-
icy.

This is happening against a back-
drop of megatrends that continue to
shape the financial services sector.

Companies face myriad challen-
ges, but they also have an opportun-
ity to redefine themselves and re-
main competitive by embracing ESG
principles, prioritising digital inno-
vation, and investing in their people
to ensure they retain and grow their
capability.

Here is a closer look at some of the
most significant issues expected to
shape the capital markets over the
next year:

1 Central Banks tighten
Central banks are having to
carefully navigate monetary
policy intervention, finding a

balance between preventing high in-
flation becoming entrenched versus
slowing the economy and causing
pain for those already feeling the
crunch from the rising cost of living.

We are acutely aware of New
Zealand’s interest rate hikes. The Re-
serve Bank has steadily raised inter-
est rates to reach a six-year high of
2 per cent and has projected it may
need to rise to 3.8 per cent by mid-
2023.

This is happening around the
world. The UK’s Bank of England has
raised interest rates in a fifth straight
meeting, sending a strong signal that
bigger moves will follow if needed to
fight resurgent inflation. Earlier this
month, Switzerland’s central bank
raised interest rates for the first time
in 15 years – also hinting that it was
ready to hike the rate further.

Inflation in the United States has
hit a 40-year high of 8.6 per cent and
the Federal Reserve has responded
with the sharpest raise of interest
rates since 1994. When that news hit
earlier this month, the tech-heavy
Nasdaqwith its speculative stocks fell
over 3.5 per cent.

The S&P 500 index fell more than
20 per cent off its peak and officially
hit bear market territory, with JP
Morgan analysts suggesting the result
now implies “an 85 per cent chance
of a US recession.”

Here, analysts expect a short and
shallow recession, but there are fears
that poor results in global economies
may make it worse than anticipated.
US Federal Reserve chair, Jerome
Powell said “no one knows with any
certainty where the economy will be
a year or more from now,” making
it likely that investor concerns will
continue for some time to come.

2 Geopolitical shockwaves
test capital markets
Some four months into
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine,

the extended conflict has resulted in
rampant increases in the cost of com-
modities and energy, ongoing supply
chain disruptions, and a tightening of
financial conditions.

Soaring inflation around the world
and lower global growth are some of
the most noticeable economic conse-
quences of the ongoing unrest.
Deglobalisation, labour market
challenges and housing market
factors are expected to continue to
contribute to inflationary pressures,
while slowing growth in major
economies has raised the spectre of
stagflation — the combination of low
growth andhigh inflation—becoming
a real possibility.

Closer to home, China’s zero-Covid
policy and the risk of further
outbreaks and lockdowns continue
to concern markets about longer-
than-expected disruptions to global
supply chains and further infla-
tionary pressures. The zero-Covid
policy, which tolerates slower
economic growth in favour of the
elimination of the virus, shows no
sign of abating ahead of the 20th
National Congress of the Chinese
Communist Party later this year in
which President Xi Jinping is
expected to secure an unprece-
dented third term.

There are signs geopolitical ramifi-
cations could reverberate across
capital markets for some time and
will test the resilience of the financial
system.

Chief economist at the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund, Pierre-Olivier
Gourinchas, warns that the world is
at risk of fragmenting into “distinct
economic blocs with different ideo-
logies, political systems, technology
standards, cross-border payment and
trade systems, and reserve curren-
cies”.

3 ESG is tested
Investing within an ESG
framework — where environ-
mental, social and govern-

ance factors are considered — has
become the fastest-growing segment
of the asset management industry.
However, the lack of standardisation
in reporting has brought with it criti-
cism that non-financial metrics might
be misrepresented, making ESG
investments hard to define and
almost impossible to compare data

across firms. Cracks in ESG investing
are beginning to appear, with an
increase in scrutiny by regulators and
investors looking more closely at the
attributes of their investments.

The US Securities and Exchange

Commission is investigating poten-
tially dubious claims made by
Goldman Sachs’ asset-management
arm about its ESG funds; earlier this
month German police raided the
offices of asset manager DWS and its
majority owner Deutsche Bank as
part of a probe into allegations of
greenwashing.

The rise of “greenwashing” is re-
sulting in the introduction and tight-
ening of reporting standards which
companies will need to grapple with.

In March, the US Securities and
Exchange Commission proposed
enhanced disclosure requirements
for advisors and funds that market
themselves as having an ESG focus.
This would require disclosure in
reporting including information
about climate-related risks that are
reasonably likely to have a material
impact on their business as well as
detail on greenhouse gas emissions.

The European Union is
introducing its own Corporate
Sustainability Reporting Directive,
which comes into effect in 2023. This
mandates a broader set of disclosure
standards compared to the US pro-
posal that sweeps across the environ-
mental, social and governance
domains.

NewZealand’smandatory climate-
related disclosures that will apply to
around 200 large publicly listed com-
panies, insurers, banks, non-bank de-
posit takers and investment mana-

gers will commence in 2023 — a
formal exposuredraft of thecomplete
climate standard is due out later this
year.

The rapid rise of tech-heavy ESG
funds occurred during the bull mar-
ket run. With that now over, histori-
cally good returns will be tested in
the coming year and there are
already signs that demand for the
asset class is cooling.

Financial services firm Morning-
star reports that flows into ESG funds
globally have slumped 36 per cent in
the first quarter. Bloomberg Intelli-
gence has reported a $2 billion out-
flow from “do-good” ESG-labelled
exchange-traded equity funds by in-
vestors in May this year, following
three years of inflows.

4 Global talent shortage an
ongoing headache
Talent shortages are hitting
all industries but are being

keenly felt in the capital markets. To
remain competitive throughout the
“Great Resignation”, companies need
to rethink what they can offer em-
ployees to attract and retain them.

With worldwide competition for
skills, employees have the upper
hand in negotiations for the first time
in a long time.

The 2022-23 Hays Salary Guide
suggests the top factors driving turn-
over in the accountancy and finance
industry across Australia and New
Zealand are uncompetitive salaries, a
lack of promotion opportunities, and
poormanagement style orworkplace
culture.

But employees are also increa-
singly looking to work for companies
they canbeproudof. Businesseshave
an opportunity to stand out in if they
can clearly articulate their purpose
and provide meaningful jobs that go
beyond commercial outcomes — in-
cluding ESG principles.

Firms are also under pressure to
redefine the workplace and how
work is done. Successful firms in the
capital markets will balance the de-
sire to attract employees back into
the office with the expectation from
staff for organisations to offer hybrid
or flexible working. Making this work
long-term for teams that havevarying
wants and needs, while maintaining
service delivery and productivity,
will be critical.

5 Ongoing disruption of
digital technologies
Even before the pandemic,
digital technologies were

reshaping the capital markets sector.
But the Covid-19 pandemic and sub-
sequent lockdowns suddenly — and
permanently — altered how com-
panies provide services and interact
with their customers.

There is increasing pressure on
banks and finance firms to remain
competitive, with fintech companies
and big tech moving into what was
core banking business.

Apple recently announced its
“Apple Pay Later” service as the latest
addition to its growing financial serv-
ices suite.

This will allow its United States
customers to take out short-term
loans directly with the tech giant,
sidelining its traditional banking part-
ners.

To remain competitive, businesses
are bolstering their teams with
specialised capabilities in technology
— including data analytics and cyber-
security, artificial intelligence (AI) and
cloud—all areas that are considerably
impacted by the global talent short-
age.

Technology research firm Gartner
forecasts that IT spend by banking
and financial services firms will grow
by 6.1 per cent globally this year as
they aim to adopt technologies that
will make the lives easier of
consumers and businesses.

This disruption may well be good
news for New Zealand’s tech export
sector.

The Technology Investment Net-
work’s (TIN) Fintech Insights Report
highlights that fintech’s five-year
compound annual revenue growth
rate has reached 32 per cent.

In 2021, revenue for the sector rose
24.4 per cent, with employment also
lifting 14.2 per cent.

“The continuing online growth of
online commerce, accelerated by the
Covid pandemic, will only serve to
strengthen the importance of the
New Zealand fintech sector as more
tech companies and investors seek
opportunities,” says TIN’s managing
director Greg Shanahan.

In a world of ongoing uncertainty,
the sector is expected to be an im-
portant contributor to the New Zea-
land economy in the years ahead.

Capital Markets
Tim McCready
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Public-private connection
key to a prosperous future

What better way than
paying KiwiSaver

investors a return for the
use of their capital by
building New Zealand

infrastructure that they,
their children and
grandchildrenwill

benefit from. This is the
perfect cycle: people are
saving, their KiwiSaver
funds receive a steady

income stream and
return on investment

and New Zealand
receives new public

assets that improve the
nation’s productivity and

wellbeing. And
importantly the

Government doesn’t
need to use its balance

sheet by carrying all the
debt and paying all the

interest itself. It becomes
an expense, not a

balance sheet item.
Mark Peterson

Growth for long-
term gain has to
be our way
forward, writes
Mark Peterson

M acroeconomic. Geopoliti-
cal. Uncertainty. Vola-
tility. Welcome to the
buzzwords of 2022

highlighted, underlined and used
daily by market analysts and com-
mentators in their assessments of the
state of the global economy.

As a country we are now battling
headwinds coming from overseas
blowing directly into our face.

It’s tough out there
Higher inflation, rising interest rates,
the lingering impacts of Covid-19 and
the war in the Ukraine are all playing
their part and impacting supply
chains, labourmarkets and economic
stability both here and abroad. These
factors are likely to be with us for
some time and the effects are being
keenly felt every day by Kiwi
households in their wallets and busi-
nesses on their balance sheets.

Markets are softer with people
sitting on their hands watching and
waiting as to where and when they
will invest their money. What we are
seeing is the classic investment cycle
of markets going up and down based
on what’s happening in the world.

It is worth noting the S&P/NZX50
has been a relatively strong per-
former over the last couple of years
and, to provide context, the index is
now back to where it was in 2020.
Our focus at NZX remains on success-
fully connecting people, businesses
and capital every day.

Growth key to success
So, what’s a little trading nation at the
bottom of the world to do? As a
country we have a productivity issue
we need to overcome if we want to
be internationally competitive.

Since Covid-19 struck in 2020, the
Government has played a pivotal role
with fiscal and monetary policy
aimed at ensuring economic activity
supported the retention of as many
jobs as possible. They should be
commended for their leadership.

The flipside of subsidising wages
through increased borrowing and
pumping more money into the local
economy has been inflation. To
power up the New Zealand economy,
growth for long-term gain rather than
consumption that keeps the wheels
of commerce turning for fiveminutes
has to be our way forward. And there
is no silver bullet.

Over many years in many govern-
ments, MPs have talked about taking
a “balanced approach” to the way an
economy is managed. But if
macroeconomic circumstances
change and settings remain the same,
then balance is no longer being
achieved. In light of the changing
economic environment, macro and
microeconomic setting; and
initiatives, regulations and legislation
need to be looked at to ensure true
balance exists — one that drives busi-
ness growth, addresses resource
constraints, and results in a higher
standard of living for Kiwis.

This is the level of ambition the
business sector would welcome and
embrace, one that seeks the best
outcomes for New Zealand and New
Zealanders.

Time to work as a single team
As it was during the height of the
pandemic, the Government needs to

be bold and brave. We need it to
implement a New Zealand economic
growth strategy that encourages in-
vestment, opens the border to more
skilled labour,makes access to capital
easier for firms to expand and export
goods and services all-round the
world, and removes costly and un-
necessary red tape.

New Zealand businesses, who will
be laser focused on revenue growth,
cost control and managing risk, need
to come to the party andwork closely
with the Government. This is the time
for all parts of New Zealand society
to work closely together.

Business growth is the key to a
sustainable economic recovery for
our country. Whether it is manufac-
turing, tourism, hospitality, import,
export, infrastructure, construction —
all these business sectors need to be
able to tap into the resources they
need. Alongside human and financial
resources, capital markets play an
essential role. They provide the
finance for business to grow, inno-
vate, invest in much-needed infra-
structure, and createmore and better
paying jobs for Kiwis.

At its core, the New Zealand
economic growth strategy needs to
be a partnership with business. It also
needs to be specific covering all the

inputs necessary to promote and
boost economic growth, including
capital formation. To do that requires
a frank assessment of present legis-
lative settings and regulations ensur-
ing businesses can operate in the
most efficient way possible while still
providing the right level of protection.

Look, here’s something we
prepared earlier
Fortunately, a blueprint developed
by a wide range of leading industry
experts in 2019, already exists: the
Growing New Zealand’s Capital
Markets 2029 report. It has a 10-year
vision that would create more oppor-
tunities for Kiwis to grow personal
wealth, help New Zealand businesses
to prosper, and help future-proof the
country’s economy.

There are many components to
capital markets and the focus of the
report is not limited to the listed
market. It also looks at private
markets, including crowdfunding,
angel investment, venture capital and
private equity.

The review has 42 recommenda-
tions — covering KiwiSaver, regula-
tion, public sector assets and infra-
structure, the promotion of public
markets, tax, new products, and tech-
nology.

It is the opportune time for the
Government to act upon the priority
recommendations. There is no need
to develop another plan — that work
has been done.

The capital markets community,
including NZX, would welcome the
opportunity toworkwith the Govern-
ment on rolling out the highest prior-
ity, highest impact initiatives that will
benefit New Zealanders well into the
future.

Working well with government
A good recent and practical example
of workingwell with the Government
to deepen New Zealand’s capital
markets was the work undertaken in
the last two years by NZX and the
Financial Markets Authority (FMA)
on changes to the listing rules on
direct listings.

Direct listing ensures easy and
quickaccess into the system, allowing
a company to list its shares directly
on the exchange and begin trading
publicly, without issuing new shares
via an initial public offering (IPO). A
direct listing offers a company im-
mediate liquidity and the ability to
raise further capital within three
months.

The changes, approved by the
Financial Markets Authority, stream-
lined, lowered the cost and simplified
the direct listing process.

Since the listing rules were modi-
fied, Radius Care, Third Age Health,
NZ Automotive Investments,
Greenfern, and TradeWindow have
become direct listings.

Joining forces to fund much-
needed public sector assets
Another example of where business
and the Government can work in
tandem is the funding of infra-
structure. A key recommendation in
the Growing New Zealand’s Capital
Markets 2029 report is using capital
markets to fund New Zealand infra-
structure.

NewZealandhas a significant need
for infrastructure — estimated by
Treasury at $129 billion over the next
decade.

To improve our country’s pro-
ductivity and social outcomes,we are
going to need new roads, hospitals,
schools, and energy andwater assets.
Publicmarkets can play an important
role in partnering with the Govern-
ment to deliver this capital expendi-
ture freeing up government cash to
spendon running the increasing costs
associated with public health, educa-
tion, policing and social services.

A good example is by utilising
KiwiSaver and the threemillionKiwis
that have already signed up to it.
What better way than paying
KiwiSaver investors a return for the
use of their capital by building New
Zealand infrastructure that they, their
children and grandchildrenwill bene-
fit from.

This is the perfect cycle: people are
saving, their KiwiSaver funds receive
a steady income stream and return
on investment and New Zealand re-
ceivesnewpublic assets that improve
the nation’s productivity and well-
being.

And importantly the Government
doesn’t need to use its balance sheet
by carrying all the debt and paying
all the interest itself. It becomes an
expense, not a balance sheet item.

Let’s be brave
There is no doubt there is significant
opportunity to positively set New
Zealand up for the long term if both
the public and private sectors work
closer together.

By collectively buying into a vision
of how to best manage Covid-19,
we’ve shown we can do that excep-
tionally well.

Let’s do the same for our economy.
It was Charles Darwin who said it

is not the strongest of the species that
survive, nor the most intelligent, but
the one most responsive to change.
Now’s the time for us to be street
smart and make a positive difference
that has us wisely investing in our
nation’s future and people.

● MarkPeterson is chief executiveof
theNewZealandStockExchange
TheNZX is anadvertising sponsorof
theHerald’s CapitalMarkets report
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Bold moves nowmake sense
Market declines are great times to build
companies, writes Suse Reynolds

Kiwi startups in particular are showcasing Aotearoa’s
ability to build outsized value grounded in empathy

for people and the planet.

I
nvesting in startups isnot for the
faint-heartedeven in thebest of
times. But in fact itmakes
financial sense in thebest and

worst of economic times.
Beinganangel or early-stage

venture investor alsomakes senseon
a raft of other fronts too.

Newcompaniesproducealmost
all ournetnew jobgrowth. Startups
arebuildingbusinesses to solve some
of theworld’s bigproblems like
climatechange, feeding theworld,
curingdiseaseand social equity.And
kiwi startups inparticular are
showcasingAotearoa’s ability tobuild
outsizedvalue grounded inempathy
forpeople and theplanet.

But let’s return towhy itmakes
financial sense to invest in startups
inbull andbearmarkets.

Awell-selectedportfolioof
startups—one that includesat least
15-20ventures that haveall been
subject toanappropriate level ofdue
diligence, includingmaking sure it’s
being runbyahigh-quality teamand
that theyare goingafter amassively
valuablemarket—will generatean
internal rateof returnof circa25-35
per cent.

All the signsareweare coming to
theendofoneof the longest bull runs
inhistory. Inbull runs, startupsand
their investors benefit fromeasier
access tocapital and therearemore
liquidityoptionsasbullmarkets are
moreconducive toacquisitionsand
IPOswhich realise the returnsof
startup investment.

Inbearmarkets, only thebest

startups survive. Theseare startups
grounded ingenuinevalueand tend
not tobe thosevalidatedpurelyon
theirmomentum. “Momentum-
based” investment tends to relyon
growth for growth’s sake, often
needed to justifyunrealisticvalu-
ationswhichhavebeenhypedup to
deliveroutsized financial returns
ungrounded in intrinsic value— think
WeWork.

Valuations inbearmarkets tend to
be lower. Theyaregroundedmore
realistically in actual value. Lower
more realistic valuationsprovidea
more rewardingupside for investors
and founderswhen thecycle swings
back. Bearmarkets also tend tomean
access to talent is cheaper.

I attended the recentUSAAngel
CapitalAssociationconference
whereRonWeissman fromSan
Francisco’sBandofAngelsdid some
crystal ball gazing.Henotedweare
coming to theendof a 10-yearparty
observing that sharepriceshave
fallendramatically in recentmonths
andpublic companymergers and
acquisitionsarealreadydownbya
third.He suggested the Initial Public
Offering (IPO)window isnearly
closed,with 50special purpose
acquisitioncompanies currently
underwater andTigerGlobal, a
voraciousventurecapital (VC)
investor, having lost two-thirdsof its
nearlyUS$25billiongain in recent
months.

Weissmansetout lessons fromthe
recent recessions: Late-stage
companies tend to suffermost in

downturns.Angel backedstartups, on
theotherhand, suffer the least
impact.Hedid caveat this bynoting
thiswon’t be thecase if there is a
seriesAcrunch, butwithUS$300b in

VC “drypowder” this risk is low.
Marketdeclinesare great times to

build companies.We shouldnot think
short term. Startupcompaniesneed
up toeight years tomature.

Early-stage investors andstartups
shouldhaveaclear lineof sight to
threeor four times the follow-on
capital for everyearly-stagedollar
they invest.

AANZ,NZGrowthCapital Partners
andPwCrecently releaseddata that
providesa snapshot ofNewZealand’s
2021 early-stageventuremarket.
Mirroringother capitalmarkets
around theworld, it revealedour
highest-everuplift in investment in
bothdeal anddollar terms—we
recorded 172deals (compared to
100-130 for thepast fiveyears) and
$254mof investment (up60per cent
on thepreviousyearand twice the
sizeof anyotherpercentageuplift in
investment sincewestarted
collectingdata in2006).

This scaleofuplift year-on-year,
even inabullmarket, is not
sustainable for anumberof reasons
including the rate atwhichAotearoa
canproducequality startupsand the
depthof our capitalmarkets.

That said, it’s takenus 15years to
invest $1b inNZstartups. TheAngel
Associationandothers inoureco-
system, suchasGlobalEntrepre-
neurshipNetworkNZand thenewly
establishedStartupAdvisoryCouncil,
havehugeambition to substantially
lift thequality andquantityof start-
ups.

Thismeanswehope tomaintain
at least $250mof investmentper
annumin startups for thenext 5years
to invest thenext $1b in thenext 5
years—not 15years.

Ifweare todeliver the impactwe
knowstartupscanhaveonNew
Zealand’s future,weall havea role
inmaking sure thishappens.

● SuseReynolds is the executive chair
atAngelAssociationNewZealand
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Stay calm in the face of volatility
A long-term
investment plan
will guide investors
through a pullback
in sharemarkets, a
leading Forsyth Barr
adviser tells
Graham Skellern

Source: RBNZ, Stats NZ, Forsyth Barr analysis

Source: Bloomberg, RBNZ, Forsyth Barr analysis

NZ inflation atmulti-decadehighs

Official cash rate forecast to gohigher

There are early
signs that supply
pressuresmay be

peaking, and a
growing possibility

that the global
inflation picture
may improve by

the end of the year.
Matt Henry, Forsyth Barr head of

wealth management research

I t hasn’t been pleasant for share
investors this year as markets
have been struck by volatility
and uncertainty through rising

inflation and the Ukraine War. But
this isn’t the time to panic.

“It’s important that investors stay
calm and stick to their long-term
investment plan that prevents you
from making emotional decisions,”
says Matt Henry, Forsyth Barr’s
head of wealth management re-
search.

“That’s why we have a plan that
acts as a guide through the good
and bad times, and doesn’t let the
emotions dominate. These are dif-
ficult times and it’s understandable
that investors feel disconcerted.

“People have to appreciate that
volatility is part of investing in
shares. That’s the price you pay for
getting the higher returns over the
longer term,” Henry says.

By the end of last week, the
benchmark S&P/NZ50 Index had
fallen 18 per cent this year, the
Australian S&P/ASX 200 was down
13 per cent, and two leading United
States indices, S&P 500 and Nasdaq
Composite, were stuck in a bear
market.

The S&P 500 had fallen 21 per
cent this year and Nasdaq Compos-
ite, dominated by the battered tech-
nology stocks, had slumped 30 per
cent. The Dow Jones Industrial
Average, which tracks 30 of the
largest US companies, was down 16
per cent.

The share prices are back to the
levels of more than two years ago,
eroding the gains of the sharp post-
Covid market recovery.

Sharemarkets have succumbed
to rising inflation — 6.9 per cent in
New Zealand, 8.6 per cent in the US
and 9.1 per cent in the UK — and
the impact of the Ukraine War. The
central banks have had to move
faster and hike interest rates to get
inflation under control.

The New Zealand Reserve Bank
moved first, increasing the official
cash rate (OCR) from 0.25 per cent
to 0.5 per cent in October last year,
and by last month the OCR reached
2 per cent, its highest level since
2016. The bank predicted the rate
would be as high as 3.95 per cent
by June next year.

These moves predictably
increased mortgage rates and
placed pressure on household
spending and budgets as the cost
of living rises.

Though deposit rates have
increased, the high inflation is pres-
ently snuffing out real gains.

Henry says for quite a while
central banks sat therebeingpatient
and thinking the inflationary
pressures — first caused by Covid
and supply disruptions —will allevi-
ate in time.

But the combination of multi-
decade high inflation and demand
for higher wages, causing busi-
nesses to increase prices, became
embedded and the central banks
lost patience waiting for the
imbalances to normalise.

“There is now a growing concern
that the interest rate increases will
create softening economic
conditions and even a recession.”

Henry says “we are in unprece-
dented times and the outlook for

the global economy is uncertain.
We have experienced the first glo-
bal pandemic in 100 years and the
first major conflict in Europe since
World War 2. The Ukraine War
exacerbated the Covid disruptions.

“The world is such a connected
place comparedwith 30 to 40 years

ago and forecasting the global
economic climate is particularly
challenging.”

Henry says the major drivers of
inflation have been:

- The change in spending pat-
terns around the world — with
people locked down they switched

a big portion of their spending from
services (such as travel and hos-
pitality) to goods (cars, televisions
and furniture)

- The difficulty of global supply
chains to scale up and meet this
increased demand — made doubly
hard by Covid disruptions tomanu-

facturing and logistics, resulting in
soaring freight costs.

Goods shortages have been self-
perpetuating. Retailers and consu-
mers, concerned about running
short, have made excess purchases
and stockpiled. It looked like the
supply chain constraints would
start to ease, but then Russia’s in-
vasion of Ukraine added another
blockage and pushed up the price
of important commodities, includ-
ing oil and grain.

Henry says China’s persistence
with its zero-Covid policy and re-
sulting lockdowns in the world’s
largest exporting economy has
compounded disruptions.

“There are early signs that those
pressures may be peaking. As
economies reopen, spending pat-
terns should revert —more services,
less goods — and help alleviate
pressures on physical supply
chains.

“Many commodity prices are off
their peaks and container shipping
costs have eased back to the lowest
levels since July last year. And used
car prices — the largest single driver
of US inflation over the past year
or so — are now falling.

“There is a growing possibility
that the global inflation picturemay
improve by the end of the year.”

Henry says it’s critical for in-
vestors to appreciate bear markets
are a regular event, occurring on
average every five years.

The last one in March 2020,
when Covid struck, was shortlived
and lasted six weeks — the shortest
bear market in history.

The previous one during the glo-
bal financial crisis in 2008-09 lasted
17months andwas the longest since
the Great Depression in the 1930s.
On average the bear markets have
lasted nine to 10 months.

“It’s very difficult to time
markets,” says Henry. “That’s why
we sit downwith clients to establish
a long term investment plan
reflecting their needs and situation
and ability to bear these sorts of
events.”

Typically, Forsyth Barr will cre-
ate a balanced portfolio of 60 per
cent shares and 40 per cent bonds.

“One of the silver linings of the
rise in interest rates is that bonds
are now delivering some reason-
able returns,” he says.

“Two years ago bonds were
delivering interest rates of 2 per
cent and now issues are approach-
ing 6 per cent. Inflation is running
at more than 6.9 per cent but bonds
are longer term investments.”

Henry says investment plans are
set up to enable clients to access
cash when markets are falling and
they still need income. Even though
share prices are coming off, com-
panies still provide dividends and
bonds pay interest.

“We mitigate the scenario of
having to sell at the wrong time.

“The investment plan has a time
horizon. You have to sit back and
say over the long term the market
will do a good job in navigating
crises.

“Most of our clients have been
with us for a long time and have
been through this experience be-
fore. The newer clients who have
been in the market for the last 12
months or so have only benefited
from the good times.

“They are the ones who will be
more concerned. But a period of
turbulence is also a good time to
canvas the landscape and see
where more attractive opportun-
ities may emerge.

“When you get periods of
pullback, you can look around and
see stocks that have been over-
priced reaching a price that provi-
des an attractive opportunity,” says
Henry.

● ForsythBarr is anadvertising
sponsor of theHerald’s Capital
Markets report.
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NZ on global radar

New Zealand is now
firmly on the radar of
large global investors,

private equity and
private owners are

looking at exit strategies,
opportunistic bidders are

on the hunt for a good
deal, and businesses are
focusing their strategies
including by divesting

non-core assets.

In these times of the
‘new normal’ it is
prudent to focus on
learnings, writes
Silvana Schenone

U ndoubtedly, the global
economy and capital
markets around the world
have been significantly im-

pacted by the Covid-19 pandemic, the
war in Ukraine and a number of other
geopolitical events.

It is undeniable that these events
have had an enormous effect on all
of us. It is probablynotworthdwelling
on our country’s long “world-wide”
isolation, but instead to focus on
learnings and what we see as the
future ahead of us.

There is still activity on the
horizon:
● There is cash around to keep the
market active;
● Large global investors have settled
their eyes in New Zealand as an
alternative investment option;
● Private equity and private owners
are looking at exit strategies;
● Companies are looking at their
shape and size, considering divest-
ments of non-core assets;
● Aggressive bidders are sniffing
around for undervalued businesses;
● Listed entities are feeling the
pressure from shareholders and
regulators;
● But inflation will not be resolved
quickly, and the market volatility we
are currently experiencing may be
here for a prolonged period.

The last 24 months in perspective
In New Zealand, we saw a number
of trends developing in 2020/2021 in
the mergers and acquisitions (M&A)
and capital markets space, and while
some of them have normalised by
now, it is clear that they have had an
enduring impact on our economy
and there is a new normal ahead.

Covid and the war for Ukraine not
only resulted in inflation and
disruptions to global supply chains,
but also business and social uncer-
tainty.

Market volatility remains high and
we can only expect it will remain at
those levels on the basis ofmacro and
geopolitical risks.

The biggest winners at the begin-
ning of the pandemic are no longer
the most profitable sectors, and the
tables seem to have turned for a
number of industries.

Consumer confidence has de-
clined in the last 12 months as signs
of negative forward indicators show
a weaker outlook.

A significant reduction in con-
sumer discretionary income is also
impacting the economy.

The high cost of living has become
a serious issue. The cost of everything
(food, housing, fuel, commodities,
construction costs, etc) is rising to
levels thatmakemany people unable
to satisfy their basic needs.

Governments are under pressure
to support those in need while also
stimulating economic activity.

The Consumer Price Index con-
tinues to increase and inflation —
which is already at a 40 year high —
is expected to continue to accelerate.

The new normal for M&A and
capital markets
M&A and capital market deals’
volumes rose greatly in 2021, includ-
ing a number of equity raisings and
Initial Public Offerings (IPOs). This
activity was largely driven by growth
plans at the beginning of the pan-
demic, followed by a number of bal-
ance sheet recapitalisations after-
wards.

Institutional investorswere largely
supportive across the majority of
2021 on equity raisings, typically fol-
lowing their money and demanding
pro rata allocations at a minimum.
Shareholders in general supported
conservative balance sheet positions,
although many capital raisings were
aimed at funding growth plans.

Shareholders and Regulators
activism
Off the back of a global turmoil,
shareholders and regulators have be-
come more active and alert.

Accountability for any dilutive de-
cision, significant expenditure or
culturally questionable initiative is
now real, and consequences are
quick to evolve. We have seen a
number of examples in the market of
class actions and regulatory inter-
vention, arising effectively as a result
of the pandemic, and sanctioning
“judgement calls” made at turbulent
times with limited information avail-
able and on limited timeframes.

Recent changes in the legislation
in New Zealand and Australia requir-
ing listed companies to keep the
market updated of material informa-
tion their board and senior team
“know or ought to have known” have
made the test a lot more stringent in
this respect. The test requiresnot only
active management of the affairs of
the company, but it is also now
essential to develop the right policies
to escalate information to the board-
room. Not knowing of something im-
portant happening in the organisa-
tion is not an excuse. And the “hind-
sight” applied to the judgement calls
made bydirectors and senior officers,
when some of these issues result in
a loss to shareholders, makes this test
particularly challenging.

Australia has changed its ap-
proach as a result of the turbulent
times we have been experiencing,
requiring “knowledge, recklessness
or negligence” for the companies and
their officers to be liable for civil
penalty proceedings in respect of
continuous disclosure failures. These
changes follow from a temporary
relief granted through emergency
powers during the pandemic critical
period, aiming at balancing the need
to encourage public disclosure while
allowing for uncertainty and the in-
nate difficulty in making predictions
in a volatile environment.

However, while these changes
raise the evidentiary burden on class
action claims, when a claim for
breach of continuous disclosure
obligations arises, it is normal to see
at least allegations of negligence. The
real impact of the changes on finan-
cial guidance and other disclosure
with high degree of volatility are

therefore yet to be seen in Australia.
NewZealandhasnotyet followed this
approach, despite a number of voices
calling for a similar reform to address
similar issues in our country.

The road ahead
In this same context, while the times
are ripe for strategic reviews, as com-
panies recalibrate and adapt to the
new environment, there is also ner-
vousness around the decisions that
need to be made. A number of
reviews are actually initiated due to
shareholders’ pressure, demanding
change and results. Shareholder
activism is evident, on a broad range

of areas, including board compo-
sition, strategic initiatives, environ-
mental, social and governance (ESG)
issues and corporate culture. We
have seen large corporates consider-
ing and pursuing consolidation and
divestment plans as part of simplify-
ing their structures, and businesses
returning capital to shareholders.

And while there are plans for the
future, activity is dropping globally,
reflecting the shift in the macro-
economic environment.

In 2022, we have seen a decline
on deal levels, which we can expect
to continue. This has been particu-
larly evident in the last month or so,
with players becoming more con-
cerned with the uncertainty at a
global level and companies being
more conservative with their growth
plans.

Creeping inflation, geopolitical
conflict and subsequent market vola-

tility are expected to continue into
2022, with an added focus on pro-
longed inflation, a significant decline
in consumer confidence and raising
interest rates.

Retail investment, private equity
and M&A
While off the back of the onset of
Covid, retail share investments
peaked globally, this seems to have
been the natural consequence of re-
cord low interest rates, not many
alternative options available and
greater accessibility to retail trading
platforms (like Sharesies, Hatch or
Robinhood).

In June 2020, Sharesies trading
made up 4.8 per cent of NZX traded
value, while in 2022 it has normalised
averaging 1.3 per cent of NZX traded
value. Still a much increased number
against the data pre-pandemic.

Private equity took advantage of
the strong markets and availability of
“cheap” funding in the last 18-24
months.

But their exit strategies are
challenged by the new normal.

As a result of the uncertainty in the
market, in 2022 we are seeing many
M&A transactions struggling to take
off. The flip side of this uncertainty
is that we are also seeing a number
of opportunistic bids arising, particu-
larly, in the listed space, for com-
panies trading at levels significantly
lower than historical multiples.

In a climate of heightened uncer-
tainty, prebid stages in both private
and public deals become more im-
portant. There is more focus on pro-
cess control and rules of engagement.

Different focus for due diligence
and aggressive strategies
Due diligence is also changing, with
different and new areas of attention
for buyers. Regulatory compliance,
supply chain and distribution chan-
nels’ sustainability and resilience, and
ESG issues, are areas of increased
interest. Again, regulatory action or
investigations, particularly in regu-
lated industries (like insurance and
financial sector) are slowing down
some processes, adding complexity
to otherwise vanilla transactions and
giving bold bidders an additional
competitive advantage in the current
market.

The above can result in novel and

sometimes aggressive strategies, par-
ticularly in highly-contested pro-
cesses. Both bidders and share-
holders are taking more active posi-
tions and pressuring boards for the
results they want. In cases, some
bidders andshareholders areactually
by-passing the boardroomandengag-
ing directly with each other to agree
a deal. A flawed strategy some may
say, as it definitely shifts the bargain-
ing power from the company to a
controlling shareholder(s), at the risk
of compromising the long-term plans
of the business and/or the more com-
plex strategies that may be under
consideration or development by the
board, and which must take into
account the best interest of the com-
pany as a whole (and therefore in-
cluding a number of constituencies).

So what next?
While many challenges exist, and
some of the trends that developed as
a result of the pandemic and geopol-
itical issues are here to stay, there is
plenty of cash available in the system
that can translate intomoreM&A and
capital markets activity.

Investors continue to support
quality companies that are cashflow
positive, with stable earning profiles
that can manage a high inflation
environment.

In listed companies, placements
seem more suited to the current
volatile market conditions and we
may see more of those in the coming
months. In this respect, fair allocation
policies will remain an essential con-
sideration for new issues of shares.

New Zealand is now firmly on the
radar of large global investors, private
equity and private owners are look-
ing at exit strategies, opportunistic
bidders are on the hunt for a good
deal, and businesses are focusing
their strategies including by divesting
non-core assets.

The result is that there is still a lot
of competitive tension in the market,
and we expect this to continue for a
bit longer, even if not at the levels or
speed of 2021.

● SilvanaSchenone is corporate
partner atMinterEllisonRuddWatts
She is also the incomingmanaging
director and co-headof investment
bankingat Jarden—aposition she
takesup in the fourthquarter of 2022.
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With experience, uncertainty can become opportunity
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of the coming period will be new, our focus on delivering the advice that helps clients find opportunity in that uncertainty will not.
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World’s bubbliest housing
Goldman economists say a hard landing is ameaningful risk, especially in New Zealand, reports Enda Curran

“There is going to be some pain for sure,” says Jarrod Kerr, chief economist at Kiwibank in Auckland.

A world economy already
contending with raging in-
flation, stock-market tur-
moil and a gruelling war is

facing yet another threat: the
unravelling of a massive housing
boom.

As central banks around the globe
rapidly increase interest rates, soar-
ing borrowing costs mean people
who were already stretching to buy
property are finally reaching their
limits. The effects are being seen in
countries such as Canada, the US and
New Zealand, where once-hot resi-
dential real estate markets have sud-
denly turned cold.

It’s a sharp reversal from years of
surging prices fuelled by rock-bottom
mortgage rates and government
stimulus, along with a pandemic that
popularised remote work and sent
homebuyers on the hunt for bigger
spaces. An analysis by Bloomberg
Economics shows that 19 OECD
countries have combined price-to-
rent and home price-to-income ratios
that are higher today than they were
ahead of the 2008 financial crisis —
an indication that prices havemoved
out of line with fundamentals.

Taming frothy home prices are a
key part ofmanypolicymakers’ goals
as they seek to quell the fastest
inflation in decades. But as markets
shudder from the prospects of a
global recession, a slowdown in hous-
ing could create a ripple effect that
would deepen an economic slump.

Falling home prices would erode
household wealth, dent consumer
confidence and potentially curb fu-
ture development. Animal spirits are

typically tamed when people are
facedwith higher repayment costs on
an asset that’s losing value. And prop-
erty construction and sales are huge
multipliers of economic activity
around the world.

“The danger is business and finan-
cial cycles turning down simultane-
ously, which can lead to longer-
lasting recessions,” said Rob
Subbaraman, head of global markets
research at Nomura Holdings Inc. “A
decade of QE has fuelled frothy hous-
ingmarkets andwe could be entering

the other side of this soon, as housing
affordability is stretched and debt-
service ratios could rise sharply.”

Such a scenario would gum up
bank lending as the risk of bad loans
increases, choking the flow of credit
that economies thrive on. In the US
and Western Europe, the housing
crash that precipitated the financial
crisis hobbled banking systems, gov-
ernments and consumers for years.

To be sure, a 2008-style collapse
is unlikely. Lenders have tightened
standards, household savings are still

robust and many countries still have
housing shortages. Labour markets
are also strong, providing an import-
ant buffer.

“Lower prices will have a direct
effect on consumer spending and the
whole economy, as typically real es-
tate makes up a significant part of
households’ wealth,” said Tuuli
McCully, head of Asia-Pacific econo-
mics at Scotiabank. “Nevertheless, as
household balance sheets in many
major markets remain healthy, I am
not particularly worried about risks

related to house prices and the world
economy.”

Still, the risk of a sharp drop in
prices is clearly greater when there’s
a synchronized global tightening of
monetary policy, said Niraj Shah of
Bloomberg Economics in London.
More than 50 central banks have
raised interest rates by at least 50
basis points in one go this year, with
more hikes expected. In the US, the
Federal Reserve has boosted its main
interest rate by 75 basis points, its
biggest increase since 1994.

Housing markets in New Zealand,
the Czech Republic, Australia and
Canada rank among the world’s
bubbliest and are particularly vulner-
able to falling prices, according to
Bloomberg Economics.

Portugal is especially at risk in the
euro area, while Austria, Germany
and the Netherlands also are looking
frothy.

In Asia, South Korean house prices
also look vulnerable, according to an
analysis by S&P Global Ratings. That
report noted risks from household
credit relative to nominal GDP, the
growth rate of household debt and
the speed of house-price gains. Else-
where in Europe, Sweden has seen
a dramatic turnaround in housing
demand, sparking concern in a
country where debt runs at 200 per
cent of household income.

Goldman Sachs Group Inc. econo-
mists wrote that the signals from
home sales typically precede prices
by about six months, indicating that
several countries are likely to see
further declines in values. A substan-
tial cooldown in housing markets is

CapitalMarkets
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markets flash warning signs

Economists expect
New Zealand house
prices will fall about
10 per cent this year
andmay eventually
drop asmuch as 20
per cent from their

late 2021 peak.
While for many

homeowners that’s
a small decline

comparedwith the
massive equity
gains in recent

years, there likely
will be broader

effects.

an important reason why developed
economies will likely slow, according
to the economists led by Jan Hatzius.
“The very rapid deterioration in
affordability and large drops in home
sales suggest a hard landing is a
meaningful risk, especially in New
Zealand, Canada, and Australia,
although that is not our baseline
given current tightness,” theGoldman
economists wrote.

Central banks are issuingwarnings
of their own. The Bank of Canada in
its annual review of the financial
system that high levels of mortgage
debt are of particular concern as
interest rates rise and more
borrowers are strained to pay bills.
The Reserve Bank of New Zealand’s
semi-annual Financial Stability Re-
port said that the overall threat to the
financial system is limited, but a
“sharp” decline in house prices is
possible, which could significantly
reduce wealth and lead to a contrac-
tion in consumer spending.

“As borrowing costs rise, real estate
markets face a critical test,”
Bloomberg’s Shah said.

“If central bankers act too aggres-
sively, they could sow the seeds of
the next crisis.”

Here is what’s unfolding in bubbly
housing markets around the world.

New Zealand
If 2021 was the year New Zealand’s
house-price growth reached dizzying
heights, with an annual increase of
close to 30 per cent, 2022 is shaping
up to be the year the music stops —
and the abrupt change has left people
scrambling.

In March, Jonathan Milne decided
it was time to sell a family home in
the Auckland suburb of Onehunga
and purchase a larger house nearby
for $2 million.

He and his wife, Georgie, were
optimistic of a speedy sale and a good
price for their old home, which was
valued by the local government at
$1.8 million.

All that changed in April when the
Reserve Bank took aggressive action
to tackle inflation, hiking the official
rate by 50 basis points to 1.5 per cent
— its biggest increase in 22 years. It
quickly followed with another
50-basis-point jump in May and a
projection for the rate to peak at close
to 4 per cent next year.

Milne’s housewasmeant to be sold
inMay via auction, a popular method
of home sales in NewZealand, but not
a single bidder showed up for the
event.

“Whatwedidn’t anticipatewas that
it would be so hard to market and
sell our house,” said Milne, the
47-year-old managing editor of a
news website. “We knew that every
week that passed would knock an-
other $100,000 off the price.”

At the end of last month, they
accepted an offer that Milne de-
scribed as “dramatically” below the
government valuation.

Economists expect New Zealand
housepriceswill fall about 10per cent
this year andmay eventually drop as
much as 20 per cent from their late
2021 peak.

While for many homeowners
that’s a small decline compared with
the massive equity gains in recent
years, there likely will be broader
effects. ANZ Bank forecasts subdued
consumer spending due to a mixture
of people feeling poorer because of
falling house prices, the impact of
higher rates on cash flow, as well as
higher food and energy prices, ac-
cording to Sharon Zollner, the bank’s
New Zealand chief economist.

“There are going to be house
buyers who have just entered the
market in the last year or so who
started off with a mortgage rate of 2.5
per cent and all of a sudden they are
rolling off on to amortgage rate closer
to 6 per cent,” said Jarrod Kerr, chief
economist at Kiwibank in Auckland.
“There is going to be some pain for
sure”

— Ainsley Thomson.

Canada
The housing market in Canada has
turned so fast some buyers are losing
money on their properties before the
sales even close.

“People are actively trying to get
out of deals,” said Mark Morris, a
Toronto-based real estate lawyer
who cited one example where a
property’s assessed value came in
$200,000 (US$155,000) less than the
purchase price agreed to only a
couple months before. That left the
buyer willing to give up their
$100,000 deposit to avoid closing, he
said. “I’m called several times a day
by various people who feel that
they’ve paid too much.”

Such cases are cropping up after
Canada posted its first national home-
price decline in two years in April,
followed by another drop in May.
Though so far the pain has been
concentrated around the markets
which saw the biggest pandemic
runups — Toronto and its surround-
ing regions — the strains are already
starting to spread to formerly hot
markets around Vancouver too.

As in other countries, the turmoil
in Canada’s housing market is being
caused by an aggressive campaign to
raise interest rates by the central
bank. The benchmark has gone from
0.25 per cent at the beginning of the
year to 1.5 per cent. With even higher
rates expected, some economists say
home prices could fall as much as 20
per cent in the hottest markets.

— Ari Altstedter

United States
Mabel Melendi could tell the housing
market in Cape Coral, Florida, was
slowing after a weekwent by and she

still hadn’t received any inquiries or
offers on a newly constructed home
she listed in mid-April.

Just three months ago, she
received a bid on a similar property
within three days of putting it on the
market.

But after three price cuts —
knocking the asking price down to
US$425,000 from US$510,000 — and

more than twomonths after the initial
listing, shewas still looking for buyers
in mid-June.

One offer that came in over
Memorial Day weekend fell through
after the buyer couldn’t qualify for a
large enough mortgage.

“Most of the people don’t qualify
for what they used to qualify for
before,” Melendi said.

Mortgage rates have increased this
year at the fastest pace in records
dating back a half century, according
to Freddie Mac.

The average rate for a 30-year loan
has reached 5.78 per cent, the highest
since 2008. That’s led to price cuts
for both builders and existing-home
sellers as demand rapidly cools.

Almost 20 per cent of US home
sellers cut prices in the four-week
period ended May 22, the most since
October 2019, according to the
brokerage Redfin Corp.

After rising by an estimated 18 per
cent in 2021, US single-family home
prices are forecast to grow by a more
moderate pace of 10 per cent in 2022
and 5 per cent in 2023, according to
Freddie Mac. “It’s a pretty significant
slowdown, but coming from
scorching-hot house-price growth,”
said Len Kiefer, the company’s
deputy chief economist. A shortage
of homes for sale and pent-up de-
mand from people seeking more
space — along with millennial buyers
getting older and starting families —
means prices nationally should still
trend higher, he said.

— Jonnelle Marte

Czech Republic and Hungary
The Czech Republic stands out in
Europe for its high homeownership

rate, fast inflation and low unemploy-
ment, said Vit Hradil, a senior econo-
mist with Prague-based investment
firm Cyrrus. Combined with a
uniquely complex construction per-
mit system and growing demand
from expats seeking work in the
capital, the country has faced stagger-
ing price increases that have far
outpaced income growth.

A quarterly gauge of Czech house
prices rose 26 per cent in the Decem-
ber from the previous year, according
to London-based data analysis com-
pany CEIC Data. The difference
between an average citizen’s income
and real estate prices in the country
is now one of the widest in the
European Union, raising serious
bubble fears.

To tame inflation that reached 16
per cent in May, the Czech central
bank has been on a monetary tight-
ening campaign that lifted interest
rates to the highest level since 199.

“You would expect these rates to
cool demand but, with inflation rates
that much higher, it’s not working,”
said Hradil, who added that people
in the country see housing as an
inflation hedge and prefer investing
in real estate rather than stocks.

The Czech Republic ranks second
on Bloomberg Economics’ bubble
measure, followed by its regional
neighbour, Hungary. There, Prime
Minister Viktor Orban has pushed
homeownership incentives in a bid
to boost fertility rates.

Prices in the country increased
almost 20 per cent in the last three
months of 2021, compared with the
same period a year earlier, according
to the European Union’s data agency
Eurostat.

The situation has only been
exacerbated by the war in Ukraine,
which has pushed up energy costs
and limited construction-worker
availability. Recently, the central
bank unexpectedly raised the key
interest rate by 50 basis points.

— Alice Kantor

United Kingdom
The UK housing market is starting to
slow after two years of historic
growth. As part of pandemic
measures, homebuyers were exempt
from a stamp tax duty on properties
valued at up to £500,000
(US$614,000) between July 2020 and
June of last year, sending prices
escalating even further and making
housing “seemingly detached from
the rest of the economy,” said Tom
Bill, head of UK residential research
at Knight Frank.

Now, the Bank of England has
increased rates five times in recent
months, with more hikes expected to
come.

That may portend a cooldown in
real estate for the rest of theyear,with
more supply becoming available as
homeowners rush to beat declines in
values, Bill said.

Already, approvals for new home
loans have dropped to the lowest in
almost two years. Buyer inquiries fell
in May after gaining for eight straight
months, according to a survey from
the Royal Institution of Chartered
Surveyors.

The Bank of England has decided
to scrap affordability tests, which
gauge borrowers’ ability to repay
their mortgages, as of August 1. That
could increase the risk of first-time
homebuyers making purchases they
can’t afford.

Still, areas such as prime London
are faring well, Bill said, as foreign
investors flock to the international
destination and students return fol-
lowing the pandemic. Secondary cit-
ies like Birmingham, Liverpool and
Manchester are seeing their prices
grow even faster than in the capital.

“As long as the UK is seen as a
country with a rule of law, good
schools, and the respect of private
property, money will always flow in,”
Bill said.

— Alice Kantor
— © Bloomberg
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Eyes on the prize — not on
your investment balance

As borders have reopened, our staff have taken the
opportunity to travel andmeet with investment

managers, investee companies and peer funds in a
host of different countries. With 85 per cent of the

fund invested offshore, it’s essential for us to remain
in touchwith theworld. I’ve recently returned from

Europewhere similar questions about the global
outlook are being asked. I was also struck by a greater
focus on sustainability thanwhat you encounter in
New Zealand, and a firm determination to progress

the energy transition (spurred on by Russia’s actions).

Stephen Gilmore, chief investment officer, NZ Super Fund

It pays not to worry toomuch about short-termmarket moves, writes Stephen GilmoreA recent NZ Herald headline
“Government learns not to
check KiwiSaver after
Super Fund down $2.2

billion on forecasts” captures the real-
ity of recent events on globalmarkets
well.

Many of us have opened our
KiwiSaver accounts to see large
losses as stock and bond markets
have retreated this year. The “Gov-
ernment’s Kiwisaver account” is no
different; from a peak of $61.1b in
December 2021 the NZ Super Fund is
now worth $57.5b (after receiving net
contributions of $12.1b from Govern-
ment since its inception).

And just like individual savers, as
long as you’re not looking to get your
money out in the near future, it pays
not to worry too much about short
term market moves, especially as
forward looking returns will now be
higher than they were.

The NZ Super Fund takes a long
term view. It was established in order
for Government to put money aside
now in order to help pay increasing
costs of superannuation in the future.
Payments back to Government start
in the early 2030s, meaning we have
a long time horizon and the ability
to look through market ups and
downs.

This isn’t to say that the fund (or
ordinary investors) shouldn’t take
stock and consider our portfolio
structure, or re-examine the under-
lying assumptions that make up our
investment strategy and risk profile.
To do that it is worth recalling recent
events.

The period since Covid-19’s arrival
has been unusual. An initial severe
market drop was followed by a rapid
recovery as governments and central
banks loosened policy to support
their economies. One of the conse-
quences of that support was that
asset values from property to shares
to crypto rallied strongly.

Since Covid and that early market
pull back, the fund has had its fastest
ever period of growth — up 30 per
cent in the year to 30 June 2021. In
fact, over the last six years, the NZ
Super Fund has been the world’s top
performing sovereign wealth fund.
But when stock markets fall, as we
have seen this calendar year, fund
performance is impacted.

Two years ago in this supplement

I wrote “the world faces a difficult
period unwinding all the cash and
other support that has been provided
to the system”, and that we faced
three potential paths ahead: a crash,
sustained growth, or a period of
unanticipated inflation. It seems we
are firmly on the latter path.

The global inflation track and its
impact on interest rates and econom-
ic growth are now the main topics of
conversation for investment profes-
sionals, economists, central banks
and governments around the world.
How high will inflation go? How long
will it last? Will the resultant tighten-
ingofmonetarypolicy result in ahard
or soft landing? How should
policymakers balance growth consid-
erations with bringing inflation back
to target?

These are questions the world
hasn’t faced for decades.

While there have been ups-and-
downs, general economic conditions
have been characterised by declining
real interest rates and low inflation,
driven by accommodative monetary
policy, increasing globalisation and
technological advancement.

In the past, when seeking to over-
come economic headwinds and
stimulate demand, central banks
have cut rates and printed money
while governments have loosened
fiscal policy without having to worry

about inflationary pressures. Those
tools are no longer on the table, or
at least they are greatly constrained,
with asset prices pumped up by
previous policy settings, government
balance sheets already stretched and
inflation running hot.

Further, central banks are not well
placed to deal with the supply shocks
stoking inflation; they cannot fill the
energy gap caused by Russia’s war in
Ukraine and they cannot fix the
supply chain interruptions caused by
Covid-19.

These are not excuses. To main-
tain credibility, however, central
banks need to dampen aggregate
demandby raising interest rates, least
inflation becomes entrenched.

More pain now likely means less
pain in the future.

The obvious impact of inflation is
increasing prices for everyday items,
but it has a less apparent impact —
it potentially dries up future invest-
ment bypushingup the cost of capital
for businesses if the after inflation
costs of financing rise.

As equities and bonds sell off and
become cheaper, their expected fu-
ture returns rise. That means that the
expected return required to justify
alternative investments also goes up.

So not only have the costs of
funding risen — so too have input
costs, from concrete to semi-

conductors,making newprojects and
initiatives less viable.

Investment opportunities
Through all that, our focus is still on
seeking out investment opportunities
for the fund. As borders have
reopened, our staff have taken the
opportunity to travel and meet with
investment managers, investee com-
panies and peer funds in a host of
different countries. With 85 per cent
of the fund invested offshore, it’s
essential for us to remain in touch
with the world. I’ve recently returned
from Europe where similar questions
about the global outlook are being
asked. I was also struck by a greater
focus on sustainability thanwhat you
encounter in New Zealand, and a firm
determination to progress the energy
transition (spurred on by Russia’s
actions).

It was also apparent that New
Zealand is not alone in fretting about
its economic challenges. Eurozone
inflation came in at 8.1 per cent last
month, but the European Central
Bankhas so far been relatively dovish
in response, partly through concerns
of “fragmentation”, with borrowing
costs in some member countries
rising materially relative to others.

The Bank of England started rais-
ing rates earlier and has warned
inflation is expected to peak above

11 per cent later this year. And after
belatedly accepting that inflation
wasn’t transitory, the US Federal Re-
serve began hiking rates, most re-
cently by 75 basis points — its most
aggressive move since 1994.

Meanwhile, markets are pricing in
more to come. While longer dated
bond yields are also down from their
highs as market participants are
assigning more weight to the
downshift in global growth prospects.

The thing we shouldn’t do is panic
(same goes for KiwiSavers).

In fact, as a counter-cyclical inves-
tor we have the ability to lean into
periods of market volatility. The fund
canpickup assetswhen they become
under-priced and make a return for
taking on that risk when markets
eventually recover. Overall, our ac-
tive investment strategies have
outperformed, meaning we’ve ma-
terially lessened the portfolio draw
down than if we’d simply been
tracking the market.

Our focus on the long-term means
that since inception the fund has
returned approximately 10 per cent
per annum (before tax and after
costs). Looking ahead, Treasury
expects the fund to almost double in
size to $100b by the end of this
decade, and be worth more than $1
trillion in the 2080s.

Given that time horizon, changing
tack in response to a market drop (or
when it’s rising) is a fool’s errand.
Examining your underlying assump-
tions, however, isn’t.

Appropriate asset allocations to
achieve our long-term goal to maxi-
mise returns without undue risk to
the fund as a whole is our key
investment decision.

Those allocations are driven by a
long-term view of real interest rates.

The key question for investors,
therefore, is how far central banks
need to go to retain or regain their
credibility, and whether that means
bringing inflation back down to the
levels consistent with previous tar-
gets, or whether something a bit
higher will suffice.

Understanding that dynamic is far
more important than checking in on
a day-to-day balance.

WorldCom’s stark warning for today’s bear market
It was
WorldCom,
which admitted
in June 2002 to
booking billions
of dollars in
inflated profits,
that spurred the
passage of the
Sarbanes-Oxley
law

©AdamRountree/
Getty Images

Brooke Masters

Twenty years ago, a massive account-
ing scandal hit a leading US growth
company, drove it into bankruptcy and
spurred tighter accounting and securi-
ties laws that still shapeAmerica today.

No, not Enron. The Texas energy
group became shorthand for corporate
fraud. But it was Mississippi-based
telecoms company WorldCom, which
admitted in June 2002 to booking
billions in inflated profits, that finally
spurred the passage of the Sarbanes-
Oxley corporate accountability law.

The lesson for today’s investors is
more than WorldCom’s fraud, how-
ever. A Wall Street darling, the com-
pany soared through the 1990s, gob-
bling up rivals and telling investors that
the rise of the internet would drive
huge increases in network demand.
But it hit awall amid the 2000s dotcom
crash, when actual data traffic failed
to keep pace with investment.

With the US tipping into another
tech-driven bear market, WorldCom’s
US$104b bankruptcy ( the third-largest
in US history) has important warnings.

Back in May 2002, efforts to tighten
US securities laws to prevent another

Enron had bogged down completely,
as Congress squabbled over just how
tough to be. A less stringent bill pushed
by Republican Michael Oxley was
gaining the upper hand when news
broke of an even bigger fraud. World-
Com had been reclassifying billions in
operating costs as capital expenditures
to boost reported profit margins.

The manoeuvre disguised World-
Com’s slowing growth at a time when
competitors such as AT&Twere laying
off workers. Folksy chief executive
Bernie Ebbers was sentenced to 25
years in prison.

The scandal gave Senator Paul

Sarbanes and reformists the upper
hand. They forced through the
creation of an auditing regulator and
required companies to demonstrate
they had adequate internal financial
controls. Critics say “Sarbox” has de-
terred fast-growing companies from
floating, leading to a drop in the ranks
of US listed groups. Fans of the law
counter that US corporates have
largely avoided massive accounting
scandals since it passed, unlike the UK
and Germany. But that record could be
tested if another recession hits.

Now another bubble appears to be
rapidly deflating, with the tech-heavy

Nasdaq down more than 30 per cent
for the year. Start-ups without a clear
path to profits have taken the biggest
hits so far. But the financial woes that
started WorldCom down the road to
fraud are warning to investors that
fledgling companies aren’t the only
ones at risk.

In the 2001 crash, companies such
as Cisco and Sun Microsystems that
supplied start-upswith servers, routers
and software gothammeredalongwith
their customers.

But telecoms such as WorldCom
also suffered because they built infra-
structure for users and data demand
that failed to materialise.

This time, suppliers in the line of fire
are likely to includepurveyors of cloud
computing and software as a service,
as well as the online advertising and
platform companies start-ups pay to
help them find new customers. The
largest are diversified companies, but
that hasn’t stopped Google shares from
falling 25 per cent this year, and
Facebook is down by twice that.

Investors looking for WorldCom-
like strains may want to watch for
companies that have boasted of rapid
revenue growth and an “if you build

it, they will come” approach. Block-
chain-related infrastructure come to
mind as bitcoin and other
cryptocurrencies tumble.

Amazon has been caught out by
slowing ecommerce growth. The com-
pany admitted in April that aggressive
investment in warehouses and infra-
structure had left it with excess cap-
acity. Vulnerable companies also in-
clude those betting hard on the meta-
verse and Web3, either directly, or as
a source of demand for their techno-
logy. 1990s telecoms executives were
not wrong about the long-term future
of the internet. They just failed to
realise how long primitive dial-up tech-
nology would hold down its appeal.

Most companies took their lumps,
WorldCom cooked its books instead.

If the next big online evolution takes
as long to materialise, ethically
challenged executives may be
tempted to follow Ebbers’ example.

WorldCom is an abject lesson in
how that turns a painful short-term
earnings squeeze into a full-on corpor-
ate disaster. Here’s hoping that Sarbox
guides today’s companies on to a
straighter path.

— © FT
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Making the markets run
efficiently and effectively

Technology has
always been a big

part of our business,
andwe are keen to
expand our ideas
for the betterment

of the capital
markets.

Marcelle Ashcroft

Wewere keen to be
the first company to

introduce the
(virtual meeting)

platform to the New
Zealand capital

markets.
StanMalcolm

New technology aims to helpmake themarkets more technology-focused for the good of everybody

L ink Market Services manages
one of the country’s two
share registries but it could
easily pass as a resourceful

technology company.
During the Covid-19 pandemic

when staff members were stuck at
home, online activity became an es-
sential business tool — and still is.

National share registry and finan-
cial services provider Link Market
Services kept the obligations to the
New Zealand Stock Exchange ticking
over smoothly with its ground-
breaking online technology.

A day after the country went into
lockdown on March 25, 2020, listed
company Evolve Education Group
used Link Market’s virtual meeting
platform to stage its special meeting.
Shareholders could watch, ask
questions and vote through the
online platform.

Virtual annual and special share-
holders meetings have now become
commonplace, and will continue to
be, saving travelling time and cost.

Link Market, part of the Sydney-
based Link Group with global oper-
ations, became the third company in
the world to develop a virtual meet-
ing platform.

“We were keen to be the first
company to introduce the platform
to the New Zealand capital markets,”
said Stan Malcolm, Link Market’s
head of business development and
strategy.

The company is clockingupnearly
100 virtual annual and special meet-
ings a year, sometimes three or four
a day.

Link Market first started working
on the platform in 2015 and attracted
the interest of Spark. “We spent a lot
of time with Spark beta testing the
platform against DDoS (Distributed
Denial-of-Service) attacksandmaking
sure it was bulletproof. Spark was
keen to introduce it to their annual
meeting programme,” said Malcolm.

The virtual meeting platform is
now so sophisticated that it feels like
shareholders are there in person.
“We’ve turned the meetings into tele-
vision productions,” said Marcelle
Ashcroft, Link Market managing
director. “Wemay have four directors
in a room, two others are beamed in
from overseas, and two large share-
holders are on the line. Our software
marries up all the communication
streams and puts everyone in one
room. We can manage this
seamlessly.

“You can have a virtual com-
ponent to a physical meeting and
double the attendance. In the old
days analysts would have to get on
a plane and fly to the annualmeeting.
Now, they can sit at their desk, log
on, watch and make their conclu-
sions”, said Ashcroft.

“Many shareholders were disen-
franchised because they lived out of
town and couldn’t make the annual
meeting. Now, they can participate
and vote through the virtual plat-
form.”

Ashcroft said Link Market’s drive
has been to develop something new
for the market every year.

“We operate in the background but
it’s important thatNewZealand’s capi-
tal markets run efficiently and effec-
tively.

“We want to help make the

marketsmore technology focused for
the good of everybody — and also
make it the best place for listed and
unlisted issuers.”

Established in 2005, Link Market
provides registrymanagement;meet-
ing, payment and investor communi-
cation; estate administration; insol-
vency services; shareholder analy-
tics; and investor relations.

The registry services support a
range of issuers, listed and unlisted,
small and large, domestic and inter-
national; and structured products in-
cluding managed funds outsourcing,
fixed interest and warrants.

In 2006, Link Market bought the
National Bank debt registry with $7
billion of assets under administration.
This has grown to $300b worth of
bonds, commercial paper, fixed and
floating rate notes, handled by listed
and unlisted companies, councils,
banks and others.

“We run the process, collect the
cash and settle it with large
institutions. We can pay up to $2.5b
on one day and every payment has
to be 100 per cent correct,” Ashcroft
said. “Evenpayingdividends to share-
holders, you don’t get a second
chance. If youmake amistake ormiss
a deadline, then everyone hears
about it.”

Link Market was co-founded by
Ashcroft, Malcolm and operations
manager LynnWilson after then NZX
chairman Mark Weldon wanted to
introduce competition in the registry
business.

Link Market was a joint venture
between NZX and ASX Perpetual, an
Australian share registry, and its first
move was to buy BK Registries in
Ashburton in 2005 — LinkMarket still
operates the office in the South Can-
terbury town.

Ten years later Pacific Equity Part-
ners took over ASX Perpetual, bought
out the NZX holding and changed the
name to LinkGroup,with LinkMarket
Services retaining its identity.

Since 2005 Link Market has
increased its market share from 7 per
cent to more than 50 per cent.

The go-ahead company manages
the register for 219 issuers including
104 of the 186 listed stocks and 59 of
the 155 listed debt securities. It is also
the registry for two KiwiSaver
schemes.

Link Market looks after six of the
NZX top 10 stocks—Fisher andPaykel
Healthcare, Spark, Auckland Interna-
tional Airport, Contact Energy, Infratil
and Ryman Healthcare — and 10 of
the largest 20 issuers by market capi-
talisation.

Its biggest register is Air New Zea-
land with 53,400 shareholders.

Auckland-based Link Market has
grown its staff from three to 72.

When Link Market first started
shareholder communication was by
the laborious mail system. The com-
pany soon introduced emailing and
shareholders could click on a link for
the proxy form or capital raising. It
saved the issuers tens of thousands
of dollars. “They were very grateful,”
said Malcolm.

Link Market revamped the share-
holder statements, giving them more
information and a better experience.
The company built and developed a
websitewith investorportals to check
their holdings and change personal
details. It introduced SMS messaging.

The registry service delivery was
suddenly more efficient and effec-
tive. “We’ve always wanted to lead
the market with technology,” said
Malcolm.

All capital raisings are completed
online. The first one was the Trade
Me initial public offer in 2011, and one
of the more challenging was the
recent Air New Zealand $1.2b rights
for new shares offer. Mums and dads
- rather than institutional - investors
climbed in and many were unsure
what the offer actually entailed.

“Air New Zealand was a massive
capital raise and it wasn’t straightfor-
ward,” said Ashcroft. “Most Mum and
Dad investors don’t have a financial
adviser and they called us.

“They were confused about the
calculationbetween rights and shares
and we educated them. It was a
challenging time and our staff
showed remarkable patience.

“We took thousands of calls and
emails — our staff members are
trained for customer service as well
as making payments. Our teammem-
bers talked them through it on the
phone while they were applying.

“The capital raise was very suc-
cessful and everyone got what they
wanted,” Ashcroft said.

Looking ahead, Link Market wants
to refresh its Issuer Services portal on
its website where customers can log
in and get data. “We are going to
issuers to see what other information
they would like posted — and this
couldbe customer-led,”Malcolmsaid.

LinkMarket is planning to rejig and
relaunch its ShareMeUp product
which operates through a micro-
investing app. It’s effectively a savings
plan.

“We’ve had so many people want-
ing to invest in capital markets but
they might not have $1000 to spend
at once,” said Malcolm.

“They have to have a minimum
shareholding as per the NZX listing
rules but they can add to it bymaking
weekly, fortnightly or monthly pay-
ments of at least $50.

“We didn’t want to increase the
registry of shareholders with individ-
ual holdings of 10 or 20 shares, but
they can build their shareholding
directly through the app (first devel-
oped in 2018).”

Malcolm said the holdings are held
on the main registry — not under a
custodian as is the case with
Sharesies. “The investor holds the
shares outright, and wewant to show
a bit more love to ShareMeUp this
year.”

Ashcroft said “technology has
alwaysbeenabigpart of ourbusiness.
There is a lot of problem solving
involved and we are keen to expand
our ideas for the betterment of the
capital markets.

“The NZX can’t do it on its own.
We want to see more companies
listed on the NZX. One of the difficult-
ies for the NZX is companies have to
show a lot of commitment for listing
a few years out by establishing the
right board structure, chief executive
processes and getting their financials
in place.

“Whatever we can do to make this
happen, we are keen to participate.”

● LinkMarket Services is an
advertising sponsor of theHerald's
CapitalMarkets report.

Capital Markets
Graham Skellern
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A watchdog to build confidence
Vigilance is key to the effective operation
of the FMA, writes Paul Gregory

The FMA is unapologetic
about acting on poor or

weak practice, poor
value or New Zealand

investors being confused
ormisled.

Paul Gregory

N ew Zealand’s capital mar-
kets are important to the
functioning of our econ-
omy because, by function-

ing efficiently and effectively, they
are an engine for allocating risk to
those best able to manage it.

The Capital Markets 2029 Report
cited extensive evidentiary backing
for the role capital markets play
“spanning productivity and the
wellbeing of citizens”.

In turn, New Zealand’s fund mana-
gers play a critical role connecting
New Zealand and global capital
markets to New Zealanders.

The piece of the funds manage-
ment sector licensed by the Financial
Markets Authority (FMA) has
approximately $170 billion under
management — $90b in KiwiSaver
alone.

In 2018, the NZX reported that 24
per cent of the listed equity market
was takenupby localmanaged funds.

This market footprint will increase
with fundamental, ongoing benefits
forNewZealandandNewZealanders.

Fund managers provide capital to
public and, increasingly, private com-
panies and are a growing influence
on New Zealand corporate govern-
ance. Activemanagers serve a critical
price discovery role in all capital
markets.

Still more fundamentally, fund
managers are a vehicle for New Zea-
landers to participate in capital
markets to fund retirement, a first
home or other long-term goals. FMA
surveys show funds are increasing as

a preference for investment access,
with 17 per cent of respondents
indicating they have managed funds
in 2022. Some of these investors will
also have KiwiSaver as part of their
portfolio.

Fund management is the main
channel, other than owning a home,
for New Zealanders to meaningfully
engage with their own future. As
home ownership becomes a tougher
goal, fund management will become
more important in this respect.

Plus, while New Zealand fund
managers are mostly invested in
listed public debt and equitymarkets,
they can also be a gateway for New
Zealanders to diversify their invest-
ment choices and invest directly;
and/or to use fund managers to
access a broader selection of asset
types, including private companies.

Ongoing investment through
managed funds should contribute to
deepening and broadening New Zea-
land’s capital markets and grow the
scale and maturity of New Zealand
investors. This will take time and,
over that time, New Zealanders will
also gain more experience of
investing through fund managers. If
this is positive and New Zealanders
develop confidence fund managers
will treat them fairly anddeliverwhat
they expect as investors, market par-
ticipation will continue to be robust.
If not, it threatens the stability — and
potentially eventually the existence
— of capital market growth. A loss of
confidence in capital markets arising
fromapoor experienceof fundmana-

gers, is most likely to lead to wide-
spread reduction in participation.
New Zealanders will retreat to the
sidelines — as they did in 1987.

This is why licensing and vigilant
regulatory oversight of fund mana-
gers is important.

This is why the FMA pays strong
attention to fund managers’ investor
outcomes, their conduct — primarily
manifest in risk management capa-
bilities and controls, the clarity and
integrity of their communication and

the existence and quality of their
value for money — and the root
causes in fund manager business
models and governance.

This is evident in recent FMA
guidance and work to influence fund
managers including:
● Value for money
● Advertising and marketing
● Integrated financial products and
greenwashing
● Cyber resilience
● Liquidity risk management

The FMA’s work, conducted along-
side the fund manager supervisors,
stands in the shoes of New Zealand
investors who do not have the know-
ledge, clout, time or inclination to
scrutinise whether fund managers
are acting in their interests and, if not,
to call fundmanagers to account. Our
work is also mindful, however, of the
opportunities for New Zealand in-
vestors arising from genuine inno-
vation.

The FMA is unapologetic about
acting on poor or weak practice, poor
value or NewZealand investors being
confused or misled. Substantially be-
cause it helps differentiate fund
managers doing none of those things.
But we do not confuse that workwith
preventing access to investment
providers and products with a genu-
ine investment proposition and ro-
bust risk management, even if they
are novel, relatively expensive —
which is not the same as poor value
— and/or relatively complex.

All of this is especially important
as market conditions introduce un-
certainty and the potential for a skew
to unwelcome and possibly surpris-
ingly poor outcomes for NewZealand
investors. Market conditions them-
selves are beyond fund managers’
control but how they respond to
them is not.

For active fundmanagers, compet-
ent management of market risk is
their job. While passive fund mana-
gers are effectively receivers of mar-
ket conditions, they can be active in
their narrative: to explain — before,
during and after market volatility —
how passive management styles in-
teract with market movement, the
consequences of that for investors at
different risk settings and what in-
vestors should and should not do in
response.

Confident participation in fair, ef-
ficient and transparent markets is
critical to the FMA’s purpose and
mandate.

The FMA and fund managers are
ultimately aimed at the same finan-
cial, economic and broader societal
outcome.
● PaulGregory, isDirector Investment
Management at theFinancialMarkets
Authority
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Big role for private capital

Bearmarkets and
economic
downturns will not
stop private equity

Downturns are the time when private equity comes into its own, says Mark Lister. Photo / John Borren

You roll up your sleeves
when things get hard.
You dig deep and you

work hard on the assets.

Nigel Bingham

This is a good time
simply because there are
more uses for our equity

during tough times.

Gavin Lonergan

T he looming economicdown-
turn is unlikely to curtail the
rise and rise of private
equity.

Last year private equity groups
announced a record 14,730 deals
globally worth US$1.2 trillion, nearly
double the previous high set in 2007,
according to Refinitiv data.

Thevalue of the 61 deals byprivate
equity firms targeting Australian
companies from January to the end
ofMaymarked the best start to a year
on records dating to 2000, according
to Refinitiv.

EY’s NZ Private Capital Monitor
showed 2021 was another year of
record activity, with $4.3 billion of
combined investments and divest-
ments across private equity and ven-
ture capital transactions, weighted
heavily towards divestment.

There was an increase in the total
number of investments in 2021 (179)
compared to 2020 (128).

“We see private capital continuing
to play an important role throughout
the coming year in accelerating the
ambition of many New Zealand busi-
nesses as they cope with uncertain-
ties stemming from a range of chall-
enges such as supply chain issues,
labour shortages and an inflationary
environment,” the report said.

Big listed companies are already in
the sights of private equity, KKR’s
A$20b bid for Australia’s Ramsay
Health being a case in point.

Mark Lister, head of privatewealth
research at Craigs Investment Part-
ners, says private equitywill continue
to be very active globally, including
here in New Zealand.

Sharemarkets are bear market ter-
ritory and the possibility of recession
— particularly in the US — is looming.

“When you look at history, down-
turns are the time when private
equity comes into its own because
the cashed up private equity firms
want to take advantage of lower
valuations or to support more busi-
nesses who are finding it more dif-
ficult to raise capital,” says Lister.

“If you look back at private equity
funds and how their returns have
been, it’s always the ones with a GFC-
vintage that look really strong be-
cause they did their buying in
2009/10/11 when things were a little
bit beaten up.”

“Some private equity funds have
got money to spend will be rubbing
their hands with the prospect of
weakening markets over the next 12
months or so.”

Overseas, private equity has the
reputation as being buyout firms —
payinghighprices, strippingout costs,
leveraging them up and selling back
to the market.

The New Zealand private equity
model is much less gung ho.

Our sharemarket’s contribution to
GDP is small compared with the pro-
portion in other countries.

“We have a much bigger pro-
portion of companies that are in
private hands — a nation of small and
medium sized businesses —
compared to other countries,” says
Lister. “There are lots of companies
out there that need capital, but many
are not quite ready to be listed on the
NZX.

“That’s where the private equity
firms come in with a partnership

approach. You are not likely to see
New Zealand private equity firms
combing over the NZX and hoovering
up companies like you see some-
times overseas, but I think you will
see themdo lots of behind-the-scenes
work in the New Zealand economy.

“That will potentially set us up for
more NZX listings in the future as
these companies grow.”

But has the rise and rise of private
equity been at the expense of the
traditional Initial Public Offerings
(IPOs) and public listing approach?

Lister replies, “some overseas pri-
vate equity firms have come in with
offers that youcan’t sayno to— stocks
that otherwisemight have been listed
on the share market.

“If you are in a weak market, it’s
better to be a buyer rather than a
seller. It’s the same in any asset class.

“We are in a weak market and if
that weakness continues then that’s
a good time to be a cashed up private
equity fund.

“On the other hand, it’s not the time
for companies to be doing IPOs be-
cause the appetite from investors is
more limited.

“People are more nervous and
more risk averse,” he adds.

“For cashedupprivate equity firms
with a long-term view, there will be
an increasing number of opportun-
ities as the economy softens and as
other investors get a little bit more
spooked.”

Tough times ahead?
Nigel Bingham, managing partner at
private equity firm Pencarrow, says

the economy looks to be in for tough
two or three years.

“It’s always hard to tell, but we
have almost the perfect storm at the
momentwith the situation inUkraine,
which is forcing up energy and food
prices, and supply chain issues, par-
ticularly with China adopting a zero
Covid policy.

“All of that is driving inflation and
interest rates up.

“Of course, capital markets don’t
like rising interest rates — it raises the
discount rate atwhichyou rate future
cash flows andmost asset prices tend
to fall in that environment.

“Some will fall more than others,
and we are seeing that a bit at the
moment,” he says.

The “profit-less” tech stocks have
fallen dramatically on Nasdaq.

“Fromaprivate equityperspective,
we have been here before,” observes
Bingham. “The Global Financial Crisis
was not easy on anyone, but it was
a time when private equity
performed well. It is an active type
of asset management.

“You roll up your sleeves when
things get hard. You dig deep and you
work hard on the assets.”

Private equity, particularly in Aus-
tralasia, tends to focus on robust
assets — the likes of healthcare, con-
sumer staples, business-to-business
service companies, which are often
backed by long term contracts.

Most private equity firms have
stuck to the same types of assets.

Binghamwarns, ‘while we are very
conscious that we will probably see
some downturn in valuations, that
can present a two-edged sword for
private equity.”

In a downturn, exiting a private
equity portfolio might not be as good.

On other hand, for those with “dry
powder” — uninvested capital — there
is a real opportunity to buy busi-
nesses at lower valuations.

The style of private equity in New
Zealand is very much more growth-
oriented as opposed to leverage-
oriented.

Bingham says right type of assets
may require some bank debt.

“You don’t want to have too lazy
a balance sheet.

“We are really looking for under-
lying growth in revenue and earnings
over time.”

Bingham expects to see a switch
in the way that private equity
conducts itself during the downturn.
“Venture capital is going to struggle
a bit in this kind of environment.

“The very large leveraged buy outs
will also struggle a bit”.

New Zealand private equity is

largely in growth — the small to mid-
cap area that tends toperformslightly
better in these environments.

“Overall, and we have seen the
trend in New Zealand, if you look at
asset managers as a whole, they have
tended to allocate a bit more over
time to private equity alternative
assets away from some of the tra-
ditional assets list listed equities and
bonds as they have become more
comfortable with the asset class.”

He says private equity has become
a more conventional investment
alternative over the last 15 years.

IPOs v private equity
Private equity owners of companies
are now either selling to trade buyers
or increasingly toother private equity
buyers rather than go down the IPO
route.

Bingham says that is because it
such a large asset class now, private
equity firms can sell up to larger
private equity firms.

“That’s increasingly the case for
us.”

Asked if there will there be fewer
IPOs and more private equity deals
in the future, he replies: “That would
be my sense.

“Every now and then you get
waves of IPOs and we have seen a
little bit of that, particularly in the tech
sector — over the last 12 to 18 months
until recently.

“You get these almost boom-bust
cycles in the public markets and
obviously the private equity and ven-
ture capital firms tend to take advan-
tage of high prices when they are

there, but thewindowsclose and then
it stops.

“What you will need to find is that
because of high levels of regulation,
higher disclosure requirements,
higher costs of listing, a lotmore firms
will tend to stay in private hands or
with private equity firms, particularly
as there are so many more private
equity firms with so much more
capital these days.”

Typical equity clients are iwi
groups, community trust, some insti-
tutions and high net worth individ-
uals usually through aggregate
vehicles put together by brokers.

Pencarrow had a stake in Christ-
church-based software company
Seequent, which was sold to Nasdaq-
listed engineering software company
Bentley Systems for US$1.05b in
March last year.

Not many Seequent-sized deals
come along every day, Bingham says.

“We are in amore difficult environ-
ment now and the big question will
be how much worse does it get and
how long will it last.

“But we have been through these
cycles before and it’s about investing
in high quality assets that will be
robust throughout the cycle, which is
what we are focused on.”

It seems certain that the current
downturn will not impede the rise
and rise of private equity.

“From our perspective, I can see
us doing pretty much the same level
of deals that we have tended to do.”

Obviously, the pricing will change
a bit.

“As the GFC showed, it was a good
time to be investing.”

Steady is better
Gavin Lonergan, a director at the
private equity firm Direct Capital,
says the company is in some ways
“a bit indifferent” to the economic
cycle.

“Generally, we have been around
for 28 years so we have been here
many times before — at different parts
of the cycle.

“Periods like last year felt a bit like
2006-7 all over again but without the
levels of debt that existed during that
period.

“The use of debt has been a lot
more sensible this time around but
nonetheless valuations appeared to
get quite toppy and the level of
transactions reflected that.

“This year we are seeing that re-
verse back to more normal times and
that’s better from our perspective.

Lonergan said nobody likes the
peaks and the troughs. Steady is
better.

“It’s in the tougher times that
equity gets more recognised.

“Our busiest times have been in
periods like this.”

Companies wanting to make
acquisitions are sometimes better off
doing that in partnership with some-
body who has the capital.

“Forus, typically, this is a good time
simply because there are more uses
for our equity during tough times —
it gives companies more certainty
over debt.”

Private equity has gone frombeing
an unknown two decades ago to
being a viable alternative for many.

Lonergan said private equity is
now seen as a real option over an IPO
and listing.

One of the advantages of a taking
private equity route is that the sale
of a business takes place privately
and not in a public environment.

Private equity is a lot more flexible
than a listing and is not so
encumbered with the rules that
typically surround going public.

“In private equity, you can invest
with a much longer time frame in
mind without having to worry about
what the next quarter’s earnings are
going to do,” he said.

Lonergan says downturns always
turn up interesting opportunities.

“Generally, in our experience, this
has been a time to invest.”

Capital Markets
Jamie Gray
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Leading us through the
Who’d be FinanceMinister now?

Cameron Bagrie

Fiscal projections are taking on a level of
ridiculousness the way assumptions
change in the interest of making fiscal

numbers look good in themedium term.
Bring in the Independent Fiscal Institution

and let’s start planning properly with
reasonable assumptions.

Both of themajor political parties need to
park the fiscal policy big spending or tax

cut rhetoric.

Finance
Minister Grant
Robertson

Source: Ipsos NZ IssuesMonitor, May 2022

W howould want to be the
Minister of Finance over
the coming years?
The era of sugar candy

economics, while appropriate during
Covid times, needs to come to an end.

A reset is now underway. Reality
is sinking in quickly. More and more
economic vulnerabilities are being
exposed. The sleeves need to be
rolled up and the real mahi now
begins.

Tough decisions are ahead.
The coming years could be defin-

ing, or very destructive if we do not
pivot.

The state of play
The economy has exceeded expec-
tations, buoyed by sugar candy
economics, but there is a price to pay.

Inflation is rampant andwe cannot
just blame global factors. The cost of
living is households’ largest concern
according to the IPSOS IssueMonitor,
and with that comes demands to
either spend more or provide tax
relief. Inflation is boosting tax
revenue, but expense demands are
ballooning too.

Infrastructure project estimates
are surging, and ifmore funding is not
made available, higher inflation
means fewer projects.

There are genuine concerns a re-
cession is around the corner, the
bitter medicine to contain inflation.
House prices are falling and remain
very extended on numerous valua-
tion metrics.

Consumer confidence according
to Westpac McDermott Millar has
dropped to the lowest read ever, at
a timewe have the lowest unemploy-
ment rate for decades.

At the same time the fiscal cost of
an ageing population is starting to bite
with New Zealand Superannuation
expenditure rising by around $1.5
billion per year.We are now spending
more on superannuation (gross) than
education.

You do not have to look far to see
failing infrastructure and the Three
Waters solution looks adebacle. How-
ever, whatever the politics, the cur-
rent investment in water infra-
structure for productive use and
communitywellbeing is failing and in
desperate need of an injection.

Productivity growth across the
market (think business) sector has
averaged 0.6 per cent for the past five
years and never been above one per
cent over that period.

The current account deficit (our
chequebook with the rest of the
world) has blown out to $23 billion,
or 6.5 per cent of gross domestic
product.

Closed borders, and an inability to
source non-resident labour, has ex-
posed dependence on labour inputs
and under-investment locally in
people. Law and order is becoming
a major problem whilst unemploy-
ment is low, and unemployment will
move higher in 2023.

Accentuate the positive
New Zealand remains in a good posi-
tion on many levels.

Night follows day just as day
follows night. The economymoves in
cycles. Let’s keep Chicken Little in at
the coop. Unemployment is low
though rising benefit dependency is
concerning. The financial system is
sound and institutions resilient.

Government debt levels are
reasonably low. Very low compared
to the United States and the United
Kingdom but a fairer comparison is
against small open trading nations.
We compare well, not super well.

Corporates have low levels of debt
(arguably they are under-leveraged)
and the dairy sector has paid off $5b
of debt in the past four years.

Inmany sectorswehaveanunder-
investment problem rather than
excesses.

Lots of change ahead
People will have different views on
the path ahead but there should be

some things we should be able to
agree on.

We need to pivot, sharply.
You are not going to improve

wellbeing or lift living standardswith-
out a strong economic base and this
means we need to have a more
ruthless obsession with improving
education outcomes, a key influence
on the economy 30 years out.

It beggars belief that we are now

spending more on superannuation
than education, or that more is not
made of education’s importance and
the entire sector shaken up.

We have a long-term fiscal sustain-
ability problem if changes are not
made.All political partiesneed to stop
kicking the ageing population can
down the road.

You are not going to dampen in-
flation by pumping up non-Covid
expenditure by 13.9 per cent in a year
(and likelihood the 2023 Budget will
do the same) or the main opposition
party’s proposal of tax cuts.

Any government needs to stick to
the Budget initiatives allocations for
2023-2025 of $3-4b. This will be dif-
ficult but is required.

New Zealand is rich in renewable
resources but there’s not much of a
plan to maximise it.

A rising interest rate world repre-
sents a profound change in the en-
vironment for risk.

The central bank backstop is dis-
appearing. Now you need to take real
risk and manage it to make real
money. This needs to be embedded
into the public sector too.

The era of cheap and abundant
money is ending.

The consequences will extend far
and wide.

In a world of disruption, inno-
vation is key. The public sector is not
immune. Get some disruptors into
key positions.

The economic and social ledgers
remain disconnected. A lot needs to
be done. However, one reconnection
variable is simply puttingpeople back
to the epicentre of what we do in the
business world. People first because
they look after the customer and if
the customer is looked after, the
shareholder makes money.

The shareholder should not be top
of the pile. Stamp out short-termism.
Embed that, and amajor step forward
to realigning the two ledgers will be
made. Labour market reform is not
needed.

The low-risk asset (housing) is now
high risk. We do not get wealthy
selling more expensive houses to
each other anyway. With the market
starting to correct, now is the time to
be accelerating a deepening of the
investment landscape and capital
markets.

Infrastructure deficits need to be
addressed and a firm 10-year capital
budget cemented.

Fiscal projections are taking on a
level of ridiculousness the way
assumptions change in the interest of
making fiscal numbers look good in
the medium term.

Bring in the Independent Fiscal
Institution and let’s start planning
properly with reasonable assump-
tions.

Both of the major political parties
need to park the fiscal policy big
spending or tax cut rhetoric. Switch
from the macro stuff to microecono-
mics and get the small stuff right.

Sacrifice big spending or tax cut
temptation for capital investment
and better riskmanagement of assets.

I’m not a politician though, just an
economist.
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Cameron
Bagrie
CameronBagrie is the founderof
BagrieEconomics, aboutique
research firm that specialises in
independent, authoritative analysis
of theNewZealandeconomyand
economic issuesgenerally.

Bagriehasbeenaneconomist
for 20years.

Forover 11 yearshewas the
Chief Economist atANZ.Hehasalso
workedasaneconomist at the
National Bank, Treasuryand
StatisticsNewZealand.

Amainlander at heart, Bagrie’s
approach to economics is non-
ideological andpragmatic— “We
don’t do spinorover-complication,
just honest analysis of trendsand
figures.”
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tough decisions ahead
The first of the central bank bunch

Sean Keane

After some early
wobbles and a

dangerous dance
with negative

interest rate policy
back in 2020,

Governor Adrian
Orr’s inner raptor

has now been
discovered and his

talons are now
clearly visible. The
market is now in no

doubt that the
Governor is firmly

focused on
achieving the

Reserve Bank’s
mandated 1-3 per

cent inflation target.

Reserve Bank
Governor
Adrian Orr

W hen a central bank uses
terms like “resolute” and
“briskly” to describe its
approach to getting in-

flation under control it behoves mar-
ket participants to pay attention and
to listen to what the bank is saying.

The Reserve Bank of New Zealand
(RBNZ) signalled very clearly in April
that interest rateswere going tomove
higher and that the market should
prepare itself for a swift upward
adjustment to the Official Cash Rate
(OCR).

Despite the wobbles in global
equity markets and the rather half-
hearted interest rate responses being
delivered by all the major foreign
central banks, the Reserve Bank
ploughed ahead with its interest rate
increases, delivering a further 50
basis points (bp) rate rise in May.

The bank’s May Monetary Policy
Statement (MPS) made clear that fall-
ing house prices and falling equity
markets don’t matter in the face of
generational highs in inflation, and a
record low rate of unemployment.

The hawks are necessarily back in
charge at the Reserve Bank, though
the economic data in recent months
would suggest that their return was
some months later than would have
been optimal.

Havingalreadypushed theOCRup
to 2 per cent the Reserve Bank is
almost certain to deliver another
50bp rate hike in July with an addi-
tional 50bp increase to follow in
August.

The cash rate started this year at
0.75 per cent. By the end of the year
the financial market thinks it will be
at 4.25 per cent.

The peak in the OCR early next
year is now expected to be at 4.60
per cent.

The MPS inclusion of the terms
“resolute” and “briskly” would have
been carefully considered.

These are deliberate and purpose-
ful comments, and the market has
heard the bank’s message loud and
clear.

The interest rate curve now prices
in more rate increases than the Re-
serve Bank itself projected in its May
statement.

In his time in charge of the Reserve
Bank, Governor Adrian Orr has had
some testy exchanges with
journalists and commentators who
have questioned the central bank’s
approach to bank capital, negative
interest rates and its expanded focus
on climate change and the Māori
economy.

He has delivered fewer speeches
on traditional monetary policy and
the economy than most of his
predecessors in the Governor’s role,
and he has made it quite clear that
his vision for the Reserve Bank is
quite different from what went be-
fore.

Change is apparent everywhere
from the front lobby of the Reserve
Bank building at No 2 The Terrace,
to the look and feel of the central
bank’s major policy releases and on
to the senior staff and Monetary
Policy Committee members.

Almost every senior member of
the policy team has changed under
Governor Orr’s watch.

Despite those past issues, the Gov-
ernor is now savouring the acclaim
that the Reserve Bank is being ac-
corded for having started raising the
OCR in October of last year.

That decision now appears far-
sighted compared with his slower
moving global central banking
colleagues. The fact that the Reserve
Bank should have been raising the

OCR even earlier than October has
been forgotten against the backdrop
of near daily central bank rate in-
creases all around the world as the
United States Federal Reserve, the
Bank of England, the Bank of Canada,
the Reserve Bank of Australia and
even the Swiss National Bank are all
playing policy catch-up.

All of them now realise that the
inflation genie is out of the bottle, and
the academic argument about
whether inflation is transient or per-
sistent has been settled in a dramatic
explosion of global price pressures.

In a league full of terribly weak
performances the Reserve Bank has
been the best of the central bank
bunch, and for that the Governor and
his team deserve some praise.

At the time of his appointment
there was some expectation that the
new Governor would do things dif-
ferently and that he would discard
the old automatic policy responses
which discharged the full battery of
interest rate artillery as soon as in-
flation was spotted anywhere on the
distant horizon.

All of the bank’s previous Gover-
nors earned their hawkish reputa-
tions due to their uncompromising
approaches to controlling inflation.

After some early wobbles and a
dangerous dance with negative inter-
est rate policy back in 2020, Governor
Orr’s inner raptor has now been dis-
covered and his talons are now
clearly visible.

Themarket is now in nodoubt that

the Governor is firmly focused on
achieving the Reserve Bank’s
mandated 1-3 per cent inflation target.

Prevailing economic conditions in
NewZealand leave the country better
placed to cope with higher interest
rates than is usually the case when
a hiking cycle begins.

The country’s unemployment rate
is sitting at an all-time low of 3.2 per
cent, interest rates are still well below
their historical average and thanks to
various Reserve Bank’s and govern-
ment pandemic initiatives there is a
hugeamountof excess liquidity in the
banking system.

Over the past 30 years Reserve
Bank Governors have struggled with
the fact that as they have raised
interest rates to constrain inflation
theNewZealanddollar (NZD) has also
risen.

Former Governors Alan Bollard
and GraemeWheeler both found that
their ability to continue raising rates
was constrained by the strength of
the dollar and the negative impact
that it had on key export industries
such as dairy.

One of the welcome surprises in
the current cycle is that the NZD has
traded softly for much of this year,
despite the Reserve Bank being the
first central bank cab off the rate-
tightening rank and dairy prices
trading at record highs.

That lack of currency constraint
means that the MPC can largely ig-
nore the currency as a factor in their
immediate deliberations.

The MPC’s decision making will
not be constrained by FX worries or
concerns about the rural economy.

Thismeans that there is absolutely
no reason to doubt the bank’s rate
tightening resolve at this time, or to
assume that the speed of the policy
adjustmentwill be anything but brisk.

Interest rates will continue to
move higher as the year goes on and

the Reserve Bank will look for signs
of economic pain and moderation as
indicators that its policy adjustment
is having the desired effect on infla-
tion.

The Governor has made clear that
he believes that there is an excess of
demand in the economy which is
being exacerbated by global supply
chain constraints, and by China’s
ongoing lockdowns and port closures
each time it detects a few new cases
of the virus.

Until supply chains normalise the
excess of consumer and business
demand over supply will remain, and
until New Zealand’s borders properly
reopen the excess of labour demand
over the supply of available workers
will continue to support consump-
tion.

Until these conditions normalise
the Reserve Bank will continue to
push interest rates higher, until the
inevitable slowdown — and probable
recession — occur.

While no central banker will ever
say so openly, it remains the case that
a rise in the level of unemployment
alongside ongoing downward pres-
sure on house prices are necessary
pre-conditions for a reduction in de-
mand and inflation pressures.

Governor Orr and his Monetary
Policy Committee will certainly hope
to avoid that outcome — but it will
be extraordinarily difficult to do so.

The Reserve Bank was the first
central bank to begin the current
interest rate tightening cycle.

Given their resolute inflation focus
it will be very hard for them to avoid
also becoming the first to push their
economy into a recession.

SeanKeane
SeanKeane is the founder and
ManagingDirector of TripleT
Consulting

Alongsideprovidingpolicy
advice to central banksand
regulatoryauthorities inAsia-
Pacific, Triple Talsoprovides
market analysis and interpretation
toavariety of hedge funds, asset
managers andcommercial banks
around theworld.

TripleT is best known for the
respectedonline commentary
“What’s happening in theMoney
Markets”which iswidely read
throughout the financialmarkets.

Keane’s career spansmore than
30years in the financialmarkets,
in avariety of senior roles in
London,Wellington, Sydney,
SingaporeandTokyo.

Most recently hewasManaging
DirectorofGlobalMoneyMarket
FundingandShort Term Interest
RateTrading inAsia-Pacific for
Credit Suisse.

He is a non-executivedirector at
Jarden.
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Optimism in venture capital
The current bearmarket environment is being seen as ‘a great time to start something’, writes Tim McCready

If you’re starting a
company, it is a hard

painful thing to do. Don’t
start a companywith the

aim of building a $100
million dollar company —

build a $100 billion
company and set your

sights high. I was born at
the bottom of the South

Island in Invercargill, and
if I can build a space

company then anyone
can do anything. There is

no barrier.

Peter Beck, Founder of Rocket Lab

Chintaka Ranatunga

Kieran Jina

David Beard

Rocket Lab’s Peter Beck addresses the US Business Summit

Nadine Hill

A t the recent US Business
Summit, Rocket Lab’s Peter
Beck told the audience that
the number one problem

New Zealand entrepreneurs have is
they don’t think big enough.

“Think bigger.Way, way bigger,” he
urged. “If you’re starting a company,
it is a hard painful thing to do. Don’t
start a company with the aim of
building a $100 million dollar com-
pany — build a $100 billion company
and set your sights high.

“I was born at the bottom of the
South Island in Invercargill, and if I
can build a space company then
anyone can do anything. There is no
barrier.”

This view was shared by the local
venture capital (VC) community at a
recentpanel event onventure capital,
organised by the Angel Association
New Zealand and NZ Private Capital.
The panel said that while the differ-
ences of five years ago between US
and New Zealand VC firms are
starting to coalesce, kiwi startups still
need to learn aspiration from the
United States.

However, some of this may be
attributed to another difference the
panelists identified – NZ companies
tend tobemuchmorecapital efficient
than US venture-backed startups.

“The US is probably looking for
unicorns more,” said Movac partner
David Beard, referring to startups
valued by investors at more than $1
billion.

“Sometimes the decisions you
have to make as a founder to be a
unicorn require you to introduce
significant risk to your business. In
New Zealand, we are a little more
balanced where we want our
entrepreneurs at a fundamental level
to succeed and work out what the
measured risk is instead.”

The state of the economy
Given the current economic climate,
operating as a VC in a bear market
inevitably took centre stage at the
panel discussion.

Beard explained that the nature of
VC investing means that the current
climate is negligible since invest-
ments, whether theyweremade over
the past two years or will be made
in the coming years, would not be
realised until an initial public offering
(IPO) or sale in a bull market.

“Wemight have a two-year hiccup,
which will see a shift in mode setting
from ‘growth at any cost’ to ‘growth
with some efficiency around it’,” he
said. “Founders and venture capital
firmswill need tomake sure that they
aremaking the best use of themoney
theyhave for the next couple of years
— it’s about being a bit more sensible.”

A lot of big funds have been raised

in recent years in the US, which has
seen investors look worldwide for
deal flow. Pitchbook data shows that
VCs raised more money for new
funds in the first quarter of 2022 than
in the entirety of 2019.

But these new funds haven’t trans-
lated into more investments into
startups, with VCs keeping ‘dry pow-
der’ — uninvested capital — aside for
existing portfolio companies in case
they need more support than they
have in the past.

Beard has started to see global
funds retract. “We need to make sure
we have companies we can fund in
New Zealand through co-investment,
and make sure the good ones get the
resources andmoney they need over
the next few years,” he said.

“Expectations of wildly growing
high valuations and selling in three
years might have been possible re-
cently, but now we need to be more
pragmatic.”

Punakaiki Fund’s Nadine Hill told
the audience that the inflationary
environment will provide fuel to help
accelerate change.

“We saw in Covid how important
technology solutionswere for people.
With inflation, it has never beenmore
important to take costs out of busi-
ness, and do business and life better,”
she said. “We are not traders, we’re
not trying to buy low and sell high,
weare trying to build companies over
the longer-term.”

GD1’s founding partner Chintaka
Ranatunga shared this sentiment.

While the next three years will likely
see a higher failure rate among early-
stage startups than in recent years,
he also expects to see the creation
of exciting new companies.

“This kind of environment is a
great time to start something, we will
see companies become stronger and
have better access to talent,” he said.
“Despite the doom and gloom, I am
optimistic about the three-year out-
look — remembering that for most of
us it is a 10-year game, rather than
a short-term one.”

ESG focus ever-present
An important aspect of a deep-tech
VC’s role is to consider: “what is life
going to be like in 2030?” — a world
that might be without petrol and
plastic.

To a certain extent, thismeans that
ESG (environmental, social, govern-
ance) principles are naturally incor-
porated into decision-making.

GD1 continues to see significant
demand from its institutional, private
wealth and other investors to closely
consider ESG metrics.

“We have a bunch of exclusionary
criteria around sectors, along with
ESG and diversity clauses in our term
sheets,” said Ranatunga, with GD1
actively working on requirements for
companies to report back.

Pacific Channel’s Kieran Jina said
that investors in his deep-tech VC
ultimately want to invest in things
that will make them feel good.

“If you have a company that
adheres to ESG principles, it is more
likely to meet that requirement.”

But he acknowledges the increas-
ing concerns of greenwashing and
accurate reporting of ESG metrics.

“Measuring is always going to be
problematic, and it can become very
subjective,” he said.

“The harder aspect has been in the
governance area.

“A lot of companies that come to
us haven’t necessarily thought about
that — if we applied a negative filter
to our decision-making then there
wouldn’t be a pipeline left.”
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Navigating transition in extraordinary times
continued from B20

focus of another regular feature of the
Infinz Conference — the major bank
CEO panel. With many New Zea-
landers facing rising living costs and
challenges related to housing afforda-
bility and accessibility, the leaders of
New Zealand’s five major banks will
discuss what their organisations’ are
doing to help address these issues,
and create a more resilient and pros-
perous New Zealand.

Making an impact
Impact investment is an emerging
and fast-growing area of financial
services. Exploring how this kind of
investment can contribute to a more
equitable societywill be amajor topic
for a panel at the conference, which

will include veteran company direc-
tor Rob Campbell, and Mercer NZ
chair and Ngāi Tahu Holdings direc-
torKristenKohere-Soutar,whodevel-
oped Kiwibank’s first Māori banking
strategy. The third panellist will be
Community Finance Founder and
CEO James Palmer.

Community Finance provides low-
cost finance to community housing
providers to build new affordable
homes, while offering wholesale in-
vestors a way to direct their capital
to projects that will create a positive
social impact. The organisation’s
work to help address one of the
country’s most significant challenges
— housing accessibility and
affordability — was recognised with
the Innovation in Financial Services
Award at the 2022 Infinz Awards.

Global outlook
Sharing global perspectives is an in-
tegral part of the conference, and in
a climate of rising geopolitical uncer-
tainty, this will be another important
focus of the 2022 event. Former min-
ister for trade and climate change and
former New Zealand ambassador to
the US Tim Groser will explore
whether rising geopolitical conflict
and trade wars will reverse 30 years
of globalisation and economic inte-
gration — along with the implications
for our economy and businesses.

Providing economists’ perspec-
tives on geopolitical tensions and
global issues will be Carl Tannen-
baum, Chicago-based chief econo-
mist at US$1.2T fund manager North-
ern Trust and ANZ New Zealand’s
chief economist Sharon Zollner.

A new vision
While technology is disrupting many
traditional businessmodels, its role as
an enabler of change has been an
ongoing focus for those working in
financial services.

And it’s a topic that one of New
Zealand’s most successful
entrepreneurs, Sir Ian Taylor, will
tackle with an address later on the
day of the conference.

The founder and managing direc-
tor of Dunedin-based Animation Re-
search, which produces graphics for
some of the world’s biggest sporting
events, Taylor (Ngāti Kahungunu,
Ngāpuhi) will share his story as a
Māori business leader, and how tech-
nology leadership can create a more
sustainable future.

He’ll then join a panel of CEOs, also

includingnewAucklandAirport chief
executive Carrie Hurihanganui, Fidel-
ity Life CEO Melissa Cantell and
Skellerup Holdings CEO David Mair,
who’ll share stories of navigating
change, the lessons they’ve learned,
and their vision for the future. After
two years of being held virtually, the
Infinz Conferencewill return as an in-
person event in 2022, leading to
greater networking opportunities.

For more information: https:/
/www.infinz.com/Site/
InfinzConference/

● JimMcElwain is ExecutiveDirector
of the Institute of FinanceProfessionals
NewZealand (Infinz).
Infinz is a sponsor of theHerald’s
CapitalMarkets report.

Staying open to the headwinds
The Herald asked high-profile director Cathy
Quinn to write about what’s on hermind as a
director in the context of capital markets

The reality is that many
companies have seen
their share price fall
belowwhat we as
governors think

represents fair value.
While the opportunity
can exist for share buy
backs in some cases, in

other instances I believe
it’s about keeping the

faith — performing well,
staying focused and

better telling our strategy
and stories to themarket

so our real value is
ultimately better

reflected in our share
price.

A sweseek tonavigate the
headwindscomingatus
fromongoing supplychain
issues, inflation, rising

interest rates, labour shortagesand
geo-political issues,maintaining that
constructiveboardroomenviron-
mentwheremanagementareopen
andnotdefensive, so theboardcan
contribute toproblem-solving, is
essential.

One thingonmymind is thatmany
executiveshavebeenundera lot of
stress for a long timenow.

We’vebeendealingwithCovid for
some timeand there isno letupas
theneed to respond to thematters
mentionedabovecontinue.

Howdowehelppeople take time
off to refreshwhen therealways
seemsanother critical problemto
address?Making sure there is enough
depth in the teamsochief executives
canget abreak seemsprettyobvious.
But implementationcansometimes
beharder than theoutsideobserver
might think.

The “GreatResignation” is real.
ManyyoungerKiwisworking inour
businesseshavehad theirOE
delayed.

Withbordersopeningupand the
cost of living inNewZealand rising
wearealso seeingpeople takeup
opportunitiesoffshoreor switch jobs
here for improvedpayorconditions.

Our immigration settingsandslow
visaprocessesaremaking it hard to
replacekey talent resourcequickly.
Thisplacesaburdenon the
workforce that remainsandour

ability tobeproductive.
I’d certainly call on the

Government to relax immigration
settingsmore than theyhaveand to
speedup theprocess for granting
visas.

This equallyapplies to the tourism
sector—hit hardbyclosureofour
borders.While residentsofvisa
waiver countries cannowenter, ‘visa
requiredcountries’ (representingan
important group for tourism)will
likely struggle togetvisas.

Rumours (andexperience) is that
it can takemanymonths to get avisa.
The tourismsectorwantsour tourists
back.

All businesses I’m involvedwith
are facing rising costswhether from
supplychaindisruption, increased
transport costs, increased interest
costs, labour,materials and the like.

While consumers seemmore
acceptingof theneed forprice
increases, the topicweareall
considering is atwhatpointwill
consumers simply gowithout and
howwillwe thendealwith the
inevitable consequencesof that.

I’vebeenhesitant to sayweare in
a recessionaryenvironmentaswe
aregoodat talkingourselves into
doomandgloomand I’d rathernot
beanadvocateof that.

Butonecan’t deny that globally
around theworldeconomiesare
doing it toughandconditions inNew
Zealandarenot easyeither.All
boardsarediscussing the impact this
ishavingonourbusinessesandhow
bestwe respond.

Againmostbusinesses I’m
involvedwithare trying toembrace
“working fromhome” to somedegree.

Inmanyrespects, it’s apositive
developmentandbeneficial for
employees.

It’s not apanacea though—
especially foryoungerpeopleearly
in their career. There is a lot of
learning fromcasual observationof
more senior colleagues aswell as the
ability to interact in less formal
settings thana zoomor teams
meeting.

I think there is away togobefore
we landon the rightbalance. I’mnot
sure that emptyoffice towersevery
MondayandFriday is that.

The topicof sustainability is
crucially important to theongoing
wellbeingofmanyof thecompanies
I’m involvedwith includingFonterra,
FletcherBuildingandTourism
Holdings.

Theextentof thechallenge for
eachentity is differentbut significant.
What excitesme is thatourpeople
are searching for and finding
solutions towhat in somecases some
woulddescribeas “wickedproblems”.
It’s obviouslykey thatwebe
transparentwithour stakeholders
aroundourchallenges andshare the
solutionswearedevelopingwhenwe
can -without givingourcompetitors
anearlymarchonwhatmaybecome
acompetitiveadvantage.

Mostorganisations inNewZealand
arealso seeking to recognise the

importanceofMāori culture, values
andTeReo toourpeople andbroader
stakeholders.Doing that inaway that
is genuineandnotpatronisingor
inappropriate approbation is
somethingmanyorganisations
including their boardsareworking
hard toachieve.

Wealsoneed to takeour
shareholders andstakeholderswith
usasweseek todowhatwebelieve
is right.

Returningmoredirectly to the
topicof capitalmarkets the reality is
thatmanycompanieshaveseen their
shareprice fall belowwhatweas
governors think represents fair value.
While theopportunity canexist for
sharebuybacks in somecases, in
other instances I believe it’s about
keeping the faith—performingwell,
staying focusedandbetter tellingour
strategyandstories to themarket so
our real value isultimatelybetter
reflected inour shareprice.

I doubt there is everaneasy time
tobeadirectorbut certainly the last
fewyearshaveprovidedplentyof
challenges towork throughand there
remainmanyheadwindsahead.
Havingcrossed thedivide frombeing
anadviser tobeingadecision-maker,
I’vehad theopportunity to interact
withabroad sectionof capitalmarket
participants in adifferent context
frommyold life as acorporate
lawyer. I believeNewZealand’s
capitalmarkets areverywell served
by theprofessional services
community (lawyers, theaudit
profession, valuationexperts and the
like), the traditional tradingbanks,
investmentbankers andspecialists.

Finally, I’mconfident that if good
businessesneedcapital thatour
capitalmarketswill be thereand
respondaccordingly.

There isno shortageof capital
around.

CathyQuinnONZM is chair of
TourismHoldingsandadirectorof
Fonterra andFletcherBuilding.

She formerly chaired legal firm
MinterEllisonRuddWatts.

Shewas theonly lawyeron the
CapitalMarketsTaskforce.
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Navigating the transition

Infinz executive director Jim McElwain continued on B19

What role can the
financial services
sector play in our
changing times?

R ising inflation, geopolitical
instability, wealth inequal-
ity, climate change and
technological disruption —

there’s no shortage of challenges
facing New Zealand society.

The question is ‘What role can the
financial services sector play in suc-
cessfully navigating our changing
times?’

As we plough through the third
year of the Covid-19 pandemic, the
headwinds of these extraordinary
times continue to gather and impact
society — including the finance and
capital markets ecosystem.

Inflation rates globally are hitting
highs we haven’t seen in decades,
and central banks are responding in
kind. The US Federal Reserve re-
cently hiked interest rates by 75 basis
points — the biggest rise since 1994
— while, closer to home, our central
bank has lifted the OCR 50 basis
points in each of its last two reviews
in an effort to curb inflation, which
is now at a 30-year high.

Geopolitical instability — such as
the conflict in Ukraine and tensions
with China — is adding fuel to this
fire.

The past 40-odd years have pro-
vided a relatively favourable en-
vironment for economic growth due

to factors such as low interest rates,
a stable geopolitical environment,
globalisation, and growing urbani-
sation and wealth in large markets
such as China. This run, however,
seems to be ending.

Added to this mix is the urgent
drive for business to be more
sustainable and for New Zealand to
be net carbon neutral by 2050, along
with digitisation, which in the
finance sector means increasing use
of disruptive technologies such asAI,
big data and block chain.

Lagging productivity levels and
growing wealth inequality, which
have a disproportionately negative
impact on Māori and Pasifika com-
munities, are further substantial, per-
sistent challenges facing New Zea-
land.

Coming together
So how dowe navigate this challeng-
ing environment? Andwhat role can
the financial services ecosystem
play in facilitating this?

They’re central questions that will
be the focus of Navigating the tran-
sition — the 2022 Infinz Conference,
which will take place at Auckland’s
Aotea Centre on October 27.

The annual conference is New
Zealand’s premier event for those
working in the finance and capital
markets ecosystem and hosts the
most influential players in New Zea-
land’s finance sector.

The 2022 conference will be
opened by Finance Minister Grant
Robertson, who will address the
place of the New Zealand economy
in an uncertain and volatile world,
with a focus on how to grow a high-

wage, low-emissions economy that
provides security for all.

This will be followed by a fireside
chat, facilitated by Infinz Fellow Fran
O’Sullivan, with regulators Reserve
Bank of New Zealand governor
Adrian Orr and Financial Markets
Authority chief executive Samantha
Barrass. With central banks in the
midst of reining in inflation, which
is at a 30-year high, they’ll discuss
if a “soft landing” can be achieved
and how a “hard landing” might be
avoided. The FMA will soon have an
expanded brief to oversee conduct
regulation of banks and insurers and
wishes this to beundertaken through
a principles, rather than a prescrip-
tive, based approach — what will this
look like?

Sustainable solutions
Redirecting more of the billions of
dollars of investment that flows
through our finance and capital
markets ecosystem into sustainable
solutions will be crucial for meeting
many of these challenges, particu-
larly climate change and wealth in-
equality.

As noted by Toitū Tahua Centre
for Sustainable Finance: “Sustainable
finance is about leveraging the
power and resources of the financial
industry. It is about divesting from
unsustainable business practices
and investing for an equitable and
inclusive, thriving low-emissions
economy.” How the financial
services industry canenable positive
change and create a more sustain-
able and equitable societywill be the
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